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Abstract

Current design practices recommend to comply with the capacity protection
principle, which pays special attention to ensuring an elastic response of the foun-
dations under ground motion events. However, in cases such as elevated reinforced
concrete (RC) pile-cap foundation typologies, this design criterion may lead to con-
servative designs, with excessively high construction costs.

Reinforced concrete elevated pile-cap foundations is a system formed by a
group of partially embedded piles connected through an aboveground stayed cap
and embedded in soil. In the cases when they are subjected to ground motions,
the piles suffer large bending moments that make it difficult to maintain their
behavior within the elastic range of deformations.

Aiming to make an in-depth analysis of the nonlinear behavior of elevated
pile-cap foundations, a cyclic loading test was performed on a concrete 2x3 pile
configuration specimen of elevated pile-cap foundation. Two results of this test,
the failure mechanism and the ductile behavior, were used for the calibration of a
numerical model built in OpenSees framework, by using a pushover analysis.

The calibration of the numerical model enabled an in-depth study of the seismic
nonlinear response of this kind of foundations. A parametric analysis was carried
for this purpose, aiming to study how sensitive RC elevated pile-cap foundations
are, when subjected to variations in the diameter of piles, reinforcement ratios,
external loads, soil density or multilayer configurations. This analysis provided
a set of ductility factors that can be used as a reference for design practices and
which correspond to each of the cases analyzed.

Keywords: Capacity protection principle; Elevated RC pile-cap foundation; Cyclic
loading; Pushover analysis; Ductility
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1.1 Motivation

The present document reflects the research work developed at the Bridge De-
partment of Tongji University as part of an exchange program between this uni-
versity and the Technical University of Madrid (UPM).

Seismic analysis is a branch of structural analysis which is related to the cal-
culation of the response of structures to ground motions. Earthquake events are
registered with high frequency all over the world, but in terms of magnitude, the
main ones happen around East Asia and West America. Specifically, the present
research was developed in China, a country with very active faults along the east
coast, Taiwan and the western highland regions of the country. That is the reason
why, research programs on seismic analysis techniques have become a matter of
high importance for Tongji University Bridge Department.

Figure 1.1. World major
earthquake epicenters

Figure 1.2. China major
earthquake epicenters
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Traditional design techniques, based on modal analysis, assume that structures
respond elastically to earthquakes. This assumption simplifies the engineer’s work
but can lead to erroneous conclusions and an unnecessary oversized of the structure
elements. In reality, large earthquakes can severally damage the structures causing
inelastic behaviors that dissipate energy. New techniques tend to design slender
structural components in order to ensure a hysteretic dissipation of energy due to
plastic performance of the structure after appearance of the first yielding. The
expected ultimate strength of a structural element is known as capacity of the
structure.

Foundations are a good example to compare traditional and current design
methodologies based on the capacity. Traditional approaches normally assume
that structures remain rigid or perfectly elastic at the base, which implies high
levels of stress on the structure when subject to the displacements that the earth-
quake demands. The reality is different because the yielding of the supporting soil
material might reduce forces, allowing the whole structure to reach larger displace-
ments. However, foundations are very singular elements of the structure as their
underground state of damage can not be easily inspected or repaired. Accordingly,
it is of main importance to study its failure mechanism to ensure a design where
yielding happens at the desired locations.

The present work is developed within the framework of the research line on
elevated reinforced concrete (RC) pile-cap foundations carried out by the Tongji
University research group leaded by Professor Ye Aijun at the Bridge Department.
Elevated RC pile-cap foundations are constituted by a group of partially embedded
piles connected to an aboveground stayed cap.

Pier

Superstructure

Pile

Water levelCap

River bed level

(a) (b)

Initial river
 bed level

Exposure due 
to Scour

FIG. 1. Elevated pile-cap foundations: (a) designed for deep river and (b) induced
by scour

35 Xiaowei Wang, November 28, 2014

Figure 1.3. Elevated RC pile-cap foundation: (a)Deep river design; (b)Exposure induced
by scour. Source: Wang et al. (2015)

Elevated pile-cap designs are frequently used in bridges with piers and foun-
dations settled in deep riverbeds, achieving lower building costs due to a more
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simple construction process. Besides, even fully embedded pile-cap foundations
can sometimes be considered as partially embedded when a part of the piles is
exposed after riverbed scour effects.

Current practices tend to recommend designs where foundations remain elas-
tic. However, elevated pile-cap foundations suffer much larger flexural moments,
due to the exposure of their piles, than fully embedded designs, which imply an
excessive reinforcement ratio on the piles. Thus, the behavior of elevated RC pile-
cap foundation is an important matter for research, partly covered by the present
work in order to ensure an adequate nonlinear performance against lateral loads.

1.2 Objectives

The objectives of this work are in accordance with the line of research on el-
evated RC pile-cap foundations carried at Tongji University Disaster Prevention
sub-department leaded by Professor Ye. The research on this field began with
the aim of understanding the global load-displacement hysteretic characteristics,
the seismic failure mechanism and the ductile behavior of different configurations
of elevated pile-cap foundations. For this purpose, previous experimental tests
where performed on 2x2 pile elevated RC pile-cap foundation specimens embed-
ded in cohesionless soil and subjected to lateral loading. The test results allowed
the analysis of the hysteretic behavior of this specific configuration leading to an
extrapolation, using numerical models, for other soil conditions and pile configu-
rations.

The present work focuses on 3x2 pile elevated RC pile-cap foundations. The
main difference between this configuration and others with less piles is the shadow-
ing of outer piles on the inner ones. Shadowing effect stems from the interaction
between piles through the surrounding soil, which is the reason why data from
previous test could not be extrapolated to big pile group configurations, raising
the need for the present research.

New objectives are established for this purpose:

1. Performance of pseudo-static cyclic tests on a 3x2 elevated RC elevated pile-
cap foundation specimen.

2. Make use of the data provided by the experimental test to calibrate a nu-
merical model of the tested specimen. This process is intended to produce
a stable numerical model, in OpenSees (Mazzoni et al. (1999)) framework,
for later usages on parametric analysis. The calibration includes:

� Numerical approach of the global load-displacement hysteretic behav-
ior by calibrating the backbone curve.
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� Numerical approach of the failure process of the foundation in order
to calibrate the ductility of the structure.

3. Performance of a numerical parametric analysis of a real scale elevated RC
pile-cap foundation. The objectives of this analysis are:

� Understand the inelastic behavior of typical configurations of elevated
pile-cap foundations: Capacity of the structure, failure mechanism and
bending moment distributions along the piles.

� Provide a range of values of the ductility factor corresponding to typical
configurations of elevated pile-cap foundations.

� Propose a characteristic ductility factor value to be used on designs by
the capacity spectrum method.

1.3 Scope

All the relevant contents at the present document have been structured in 5
chapters, following a similar procedure to the one proposed for the research. An
appendix has also been added, including the Opensees codes used in the numerical
model.

Chapter 1 explains the motivations and objectives of this research paper.

Chapter 2 contains a review of the state of art. First of all, Capacity and
Demand design techniques through pushover analysis are introduced in order to
provide a general understanding of the possible usages of the results achieved.
Then, the state of art focuses on the relevant structural elements studied, aiming
to explain how pile groups behave under seismic lateral loads.

Chapter 3 starts with an explanation of the experimental tests on which this
research is based. Following, the document reflects the experimental results used
to build and calibrate a numerical model in Opensees, giving detail of the relevant
materials and elements used in the finite element model. The chapter finishes with
a summary of the resulting calibration values, which are going to be used later to
reach a stable parametric analysis.

Chapter 4 is the most relevant part of the work. The chapter begins with a
justification of the parameters chosen for the pushover parametric analysis. Limit
States are also defined in this chapter because of their importance in determining
the failure mechanism of the foundation. Subsequently, the results are shown in
graphs and tables together with the pertinent explanations on the behavior of the
pile-cap foundation according to each of the considered parameters. Finally, based
on a review of the pushover analysis, a range of values for the ductility factor
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are proposed for designing elevated RC pile-cap foundations using the capacity
spectrum method.

The format of this document tries to explain the reasoning procedure followed
during the research process:
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Figure 1.4. Flow-Chart of the research
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The soil-structure interaction at piles when subjected to lateral loads has

catched attention from the engineering community over the last five decades,
mainly in the earthquake geotechnical engineering and offshore engineering fields.

2.1 Seismic Structural Analysis

Knowing which principles underlie nonlinear procedures is necessary for a cor-
rect understanding of the present research final objectives. Therefore, before fo-
cusing on the current state of pile-cap foundations techniques, a review on the
seismic design methodologies is offered.

2.1.1 Linear Elastic Methods

Most of the seismic design up to date has been based on the use of a static lat-
eral seismic load, as proposed by the different design codes. This process pretends
to introduce equivalent static forces, with their respective safety coefficients, to the
ones induced by earthquake ground motions . The elastic approach implies de-
signing under the assumption that the structure remains undamaged under those
forces. This assumption means that all the energy released by an earthquake will
be stored by the elastic behavior of the of the structural elements, leading to un-
realistically large internal forces. Thus, under large seismic loads, elastic methods
overly produce conservative designs that leads to excessively high construction
costs. Furthermore, linear elastic equivalent lateral force procedures neither pre-
dict failure mechanisms nor take into account the redistribution of forces during
progressive yielding. (ATC (1996))
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2.1.2 Nonlinear Methods

Inelastic procedures take under consideration possible damages caused by the
ground motion. The damage occurs when the structure reaches its plastic levels of
deformation in some of its elements. A progressive yielding of the elements allows
a redistribution of forces, but of even greater importance is the amount of energy
dissipated during the large plastic deformations of the structure, when subjected
to the cyclic behavior of an earthquake.

Static procedures are the most requested nonlinear methodologies, which is
the reason why many different ways of applying them can be found (ATC (1996);
Fajfar (1999); ASCE and FEMA (2000)). However, some structures, as a result of
their complexity, require dynamic time history analysis of the inelastic behavior
during pattern earthquakes.

Performance objectives and seismic Hazard

Nonlinear methodologies begin by categorizing the seismic performance objec-
tives, as a way to follow a risk-reduction philosophies. Attaining a performance
objective consists on not exceeding a certain standard of performance for a specific
level of seismic hazard. It is reasonable to expect that, under the effect of rare large
earthquakes, structures do not collapse but become inoperative for their original
use, whereas under the effect of more frequent moderate earthquakes, they remain
operative. Most of the codes follow this same philosophy to define performance
objectives and hazard levels. ( ATC (1996); Eurocode8 (2001))

Performance objectives can be classified according to the different possible
losses caused by an earthquake:

� Life Safety: When users get injured or even die.

� Capital Losses: When repairing or replacing a part or the totality of the
structure has a significant cost.

� Functional Losses: When the earthquake causes either a loss of revenue or
an increase in expenses, consequence of the inability of a facility to function
normally.

Seismic hazard levels are assigned to the performance objectives to ensure
a reasonable correlation between occurrence probability and structural damages.
Thus, all hazards levels have a specific return period assigned.

� Serviceability Earthquake: Frequent level of ground shaking likely to happen
during the life of the structure.
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Design Earthquake: Infrequent level of ground shaking that can occur during
the life of the structure.

Maximum Earthquake: Extremely rare level of ground shaking that could
be expected to occur during the life of the structure.

Pushover Analysis

The main aim of the nonlinear quasi-static procedures is the generation of
the pushover or capacity curve. This curve represents the lateral displacement
as a function of a horizontal force applied to the structure until it reaches a limit
state. The capacity curve is generally graphed to represent the first response mode
of the structure, under the assumption that the fundamental mode of vibration is
the predominant response of the structure. Subsequently, the lateral forces applied
must be proportional to the product of the mass and the fundamental mode shapes.
Gravity loads should also be included in the analysis. (Moehle (1992); Seneviratna
and Krawinkler (1994); Chopra and Goel (2001))

D
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Figure 2.1. Pushover scheme

Pushover analysis can be implemented directly on a real structure, by perform-
ing field tests, or on laboratory specimens. There is a third alternative which con-
sist on performing the analysis through a numerical model, where an incremental-
iterative solution of the static equilibrium equations is carried out in order to
obtain the response of a structure subjected to monotonically increasing lateral
load patterns. At every step, the resistance is evaluated and the stiffness matrix
is updated, up to convergence. This process continues until the structure becomes
unstable or until it reaches a predefined level of displacement.
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Capacity Spectrum Method

There are many similar quasi-static procedures based in the same principles
but different in the way of reaching the performance point. The Capacity Spec-
trum method is the one proposed by the ATC (1996) and is commonly the most
demanded one because its simplicity of understanding.

The Capacity Spectrum method is based on the structures capacity to resist
the seismic demand of displacement without compromising the objectives of the
design. This method has a graphical interpretation by intersecting the capacity
spectrum with the demand spectrum. The intersection is the performance point
for the specific level of seismic hazard.
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Figure 2.2. Capacity Spectrum Method

The capacity spectrum is obtained by transforming the pushover capacity curve
to spectral units by using modal shape vectors, participation factors and modal
masses obtained from a modal analysis of the structure. (ATC (1996); 2001 Chopra
(1996))

The demand spectrum is obtained from the elastic response spectrum , which
pretends to be an envelope of the structural maximum expected linear response of
a range of different natural frequencies (Biot (1932); Chopra (2007)). Reduction
factors are applied to the elastic spectrum to account for the hysteretic energy
dissipation and effective damping typical of inelastic processes.
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An inverse process could also happen, where the seismic behavior of a specific
structure is directly studied by a pushover analysis. In this case, the capacity curve
allows to determine the ductility of the structure, that can be used to calculate
which is the maximum demand of displacement tolerated by a specific structure.

2.2 Seismic Behavior of Piles

Piles are widely used in bridge foundations. Their interaction with the soil
is of great importance as, being subjected to seismic lateral actions, the flexural
failure of the piles might compromise the integrity of the superstructure above
it. Okamoto (1983), Mizuno (1987) and Nikolaou et al. (2001) exemplified this
fact. In fact, some of the past evidences, like Loma Prieta earthquake, became an
important step forward in the understanding of the seismic performance of piles
(DCHP (1989)).

Quasi-static approaches became an optimal solution for seismic analysis as a
result of their simplicity compared with dynamic methodologies. Many field quasi-
static tests have helped engineers understand the principles of pile-soil interaction.
Tests that have been implemented to create stable numerical models.

2.2.1 Single Pile Analysis

Most of the tests performed have been related to single pile specimens due
to their easier performance and wide application in other fields of the structural
engineering.

The first attempts to achieve a pile-soil interaction relation made use of a
previously determined moment distribution along the pile to simulate the influence
of the soil on the pile (Sheppard (1983); Park and Falconer (1983); Banerjee et al.
(1987); Budek et al. (1997)). However, the redistribution of forces after the yielding
of the pile or the soil could not be considered using these methods. Since then,
field, laboratory and numerical-based researching models have all advanced in a
reciprocal feed back process.

Field and Laboratory Tests

The great efforts of the American Petroleum Institute (API) in coming up
with a stable empirical formulation related to the design of single piles, enabled
the publication of the API (1993) and its latest revisions. Single piles, embedded
in soil and in clay, were tested for this purpose.
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(Chai and Hutchinson, 2002) took the lead on the subsequent researches on
pile-soil interaction by using an on-site unilayered soil to evaluate the seismic
performance of single extended pile-shafts. These on-field tests allowed to verify
the previously proposed empirical equation which relates the plastic hinge length
with, both soil density and the aboveground height (Chai and Hutchinson (2001)).

An important contribution was done by Tuladhar et al. (2008) in their research
of single prestressed concrete piles embedded in multilayered soil and subjected to
cyclic and monotonic lateral loading, respectively. The study showed the lateral
degradation of the piles when subjected to cyclic loading, in contrast to monotonic
loading.

Numerical Models

The main function of a pile foundation is to transfer the loads coming from the
superstructure to the soil, where the piles are embedded, without suffering large
deflections on the head of the piles. Under static gravitational conditions, analyti-
cal procedures can be easily applied. Nevertheless, when the structure is subjected
to lateral loads, the analysis increases in complexity due to the incipient relevance
of the lateral soil-structure nonlinear interaction. This problem could be rigorously
solved by making use of the 3D Finite Elements or the Finite Differences methods,
among others. However, when applied to solving the above mentioned problem,
these methodologies lead to the necessity of building very complex models, thus,
a high computational cost and time consumption.

An alternative option to the 3D Finite Element method is the Beam in Non-
linear Winkler Foundation method (BNWF), also named p-y method. BNWF
method simulates the soil-structure interaction with Winkler springs, character-
ized by a load transfer function called p-y curve. This curve relates the reaction
forces of the soil p with the lateral displacement, y, along the pile. The funda-
mental assumption on which the p-y method is based is the existing similarities
between the load-displacement relation of the pile and the stress-strain behavior
of the surrounding soil.

Nonlinear standardized p-y curves for single pile typologies were proposed by
the API (1993), the DNV and Riso (2001) and Reese et al. (1974), among other
authors. This semi-empirical curves are based in the calibration of the p-y re-
lationship observed at field tests according to the stress-strain results of triaxial
laboratory tests on soil. However, mixed soils or liquefied conditions are frequently
encountered in practice and in such cases the standard p-y curves cannot be as-
sumed as similar to the stress-strain relations. Hence, for non-standard conditions,
other methods directly related to the pressuremeter expansion have been developed
(Bouafia (2007), Frank (2009), Bouzid et al. (2013)). Another problem related to
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the standard p-y curves is that the field tests carried out to calibrate the reaction-
displacement relationship were performed on single piles without constraining the
rotation of their heads, whereas pile foundations are often constituted by pile
groups fixed to the cap.

In fact, the most commonly used p-y curves are the ones proposed by the
American Petroleum Institute (API) API (1993). The API curves were standard-
ized after the performance of numerous tests on free headed single piles, coming
out with a procedure where the p-y relation is defined as an hyperbolic tangent
function, parametrized by the initial value of the curve slope, which, in turn, de-
pends on the characteristic parameters of the soil. This initial slope is frequently
known as the Initial Subgrade Reaction Modulus Kh.

An interesting nonlinear numerical analysis was performed by Boulanger et al.
(1999) in the OpenSees (Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation)
platform (Mazzoni et al. (1999)), proving that the p-y method reaches coherent
results when simulating RC single pile-soil interaction. Afterwards, Zhang and
Hutchinson (2012) went beyond by making use of Priestley and Park (1987) for-
mulation for calculating the plastic hinge length, to analyze the moment distri-
bution along the pile. The conclusions of the research reflect the vulnerability of
the single-pile maximum moment location to the soil layer configuration and the
aboveground height of the pile.

S1
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Figure 2.3. Beam Nonlinear Winkler Foundation Method (p-y Method)
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2.2.2 Pile Group Analysis

Piles are usually designed in groups integrated by a pile cap. This kind of
foundation is more effective than single typologies but its linear and nonlinear
analysis are both more complex. Focusing on the response of the pile group when
subjected to lateral loads, past researches demonstrate that the behavior of an
individual pile is determined by its location within the rest of the piles in the
group and its pile head fixity condition. In essence, both the fixity condition and
the interaction with other piles constitutes the main cause of inconsistencies in the
results when standardized single pile p-y formulation, such as the API curves API
(1993), are used to simulate the behavior of pile groups.

Pile Head Fixity

Generally, design codes recommend a fixed connection between pile and cap
because fixed headed piles can resist twice the lateral load of a free headed pile at a
similar lateral deflection Paduana and Yee (1974). Furthermore, when applying an
equal load, free headed piles deflect four times more than fixed headed ones Kim
(1984). In addition, fixed connection designs ensure that the bending moment is
fully transferred Kulicki et al. (1991).

H

Embedded single pile

H

Embedded fixed headed pile group

Mmax

Mmax

Rear Piles Central Piles Leading Piles

Mmax Mmax

Figure 2.4. Bending moment distribution on piles

In most cases, the maximum bending moment location along the pile depends
on the rotation suffered by its head. For single piles or for small fixed headed
pile groups, a considerable rotation of the cap and the pile heads can be assumed.
Therefore, the maximum bending moment for these typologies is located below
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the pile head. In the case of fixed headed pile groups, the configuration of the
piles partially hinders the rotation of the cap as a result of a greater pile surface
interacting with the soil. Thereby, in fixed headed pile groups, the maximum
bending moment and shear are located at the connection between the pile and
the cap. Besides, when the cap is displaced laterally, the leading piles of the fixed
headed group suffer an increase in the compression stress, in contrast to the stress
reduction occurred in trailing piles when trying to be extracted from the soil (figure
2.4).

Many theoretical researches suggest that head fixity in the pile has an impor-
tant relevance on the lateral response of pile foundations. However, few data can
be found to quantify this issue. This fact was proven by Yan and Byrne (1992), in
whose studies it was shown that the API p-y curves, based on hyperbolic tangent
functions, can significantly underestimate the deflection of a fixed pile head. At
small to medium range deflections, the API curves seem to be stiffer than the real
p-y curves. Nevertheless, at large deflections the API curves are softer, reaching
ultimate resistances that are considerably smaller than the real ones. The pro-
posed solution for this problem consists on developing unique parabolic p-y curves
based on normalized experimental data.

Ooi et al. (2004) made use of the proposed Group Equivalent Pile Procedure
by Mokwa and Duncan (2000) to analyze a pile group as an equivalent single pile.
It was shown that, for high loads, the real behavior of a fixed-headed pile group
deviates from the theoretical approaches. The reasons for this issue were attributed
to a slight rotation of the cap and the cracking of the foundation elements.

Pile Group Effect

Pile groups can be classified according to the separation between their piles.
If the piles are widely spaced, the group response can be estimated through the
addition of the individual performance of each of the piles. On the contrary, if
the piles are closely spaced, the lateral response of a pile group is significantly
different from that of a single pile, specially if the group is made up of three or
more rows. Under this situation, each individual pile is influenced, through the
surrounding soil, by the response of other nearby piles of the group. Accordingly,
the behavior of the front row of piles in the direction of the lateral load (leading
piles) is different to the one presented by the remaining piles of the group (trailing
piles).

The interaction between relatively close piles through the surrounding soil,
produces a different lateral response to the one expected in a single pile. This
phenomenon, which was named by Brown and Reese (1988) as shadowing effect,
comes from the overlapping of the surrounding soil stress regions. As a consequence
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of this effect, the leading piles push free soil while the trailing piles push soil
previously stressed by the leading piles. Moreover, as it has been observed in
laboratory tests performed by Wang et al. (2015), the overlapping of stress zones
also leads to a gap formation behind the piles, causing an increase in the group
deflection. Therefore, as a result of the loss of resistance and stiffness of the soil,
the overall load is redistributed in a way such that the leading piles carry a higher
proportion of the total load on the foundation, thus, being subjected to larger
bending moments.

Over the last decades, several methods have been proposed to model lateral
pile group responses. Most of these methods are based on the implementation
of amplification or reduction factors on the single pile p-y curves, so that the
resistance and stiffness of the soil are modified. Early attempts of using ampli-
fication factors were proposed by Focht and Koch (1973), in whose procedure, a
y-multiplier is applied, which entails a reduction in the stiffness while the original
ultimate strength remains unmodified. Based on field tests, a similar procedure
was followed by Davisson (1970), who also considered a reduction of the stiffness
by decreasing the subgrade reaction modulus.

It was Brown and Reese (1988) who introduced the concept of p-multiplier,
well-known nowadays. According to this methodology, the behavior of a given row
within the group is equivalent to the p-y response of a single pile multiplied by a
load reduction factor (fm ≤ 1), which depends on the position of the row within
the pile group. Thereupon, piles in the leading row have the highest multiplier
and, hence, are more heavily loaded. In essence, p-multipliers are directly applied
to the ultimate strength of the soil, which leads to a reduction of its resistance, a
more desirable consequence than the reduction of stiffness.
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Based on centrifuge tests, Vay et al. (1998) p-multiplier factors for large pile
groups generalized Brown and Reese (1988) p-multiplier approach to practical
designs of pile groups formed by whatever number of pile rows. Furthermore, this
study concluded that p-multipliers are independent from soil density and do remain
constant at any depth, so that all the pile p-y curves, that vary according to depth,
are multiplied by a same fm value, regardless of depth or the possible changes in
the soil profile. Afterward, Huang et al. (2001) and Brown (2001) demonstrated
that p-multiplier values do also depend on whether the piles are driven or bored.
To sumarize, what all the collected data seems to suggest is that, under normal
circumstances, the magnitudes of the multipliers are only dependent on the pile
diameter and the spacing between rows. The above assumption was adopted by
Rollins et al. (2005) to develop a set of equations for calculating fm as a function
of the pile diameter and the spacing between rows.

As mentioned above, p-multiplier modifies the ultimate strength of the p-y
relation. However, as Castelli and Maugeri (2009) recently suggested, in order to
adapt the hyperbolic single pile p-y curve to the case of a pile group, an addi-
tional multiplier should be taken into account for the reduction of stiffness. The
proposed factor ζm multiplies the initial horizontal subgrade reaction modulus Kh

following the same guidelines as the fm multiplier. The magnitude of ζm has been
empirically calibrated by comparing experimental and numerical results (Castelli
(2006)), concluding that the values are very close to those of the fm factor.

2.2.3 Elevated RC Pile-Cap Foundations

Elevated Pile-Cap foundations are often used to support bridges built to work
on weak soil layers at deep rivers or at the sea. The system is usually made up of
a group of piles and a high rise cap. The design of foundations of this typology
have seen an increase in their use due to their relatively easy construction process,
brief construction period and low cost.

Not every elevated pile-cap foundation solution is the result of a design process.
Usually, fully embedded pile-cap foundations suffer river scour effects exposing the
cap and the higher sections of the piles, which does also lead to a high rise cap
example. The uncertainty about the scour depth has fostered the emergence of
many researches around this topic. Chen and Duan (2003) identified two general
types of riverbed scour effects: Global scour, or a lowering of the riverbed level due
to a global migration of the soil; Local scour, a hole around the pile, resulting in
different aboveground heights between the piles. Coleman (2005) proposed a new
methodology to predict local scour depths in which a relation between the scouring
processes and the elevation of the cap is established. Ataie-Ashtiani and Beheshti
(2006) proposed a correction factor to extrapolate the depths measures obtained
in the scour of single piles to the scour in pile group typologies, after finding out
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that scour hole depth in pile groups is larger than in single piles. Recent researches
carried out by Han (2010) proved that overall lateral resistance and overall stiffness
of the soil decreases as the scour depth increases.

Elevated pile-cap foundations of both types: designed and scour-induced, are
critical structural elements when the structure is subjected to earthquake ground
motions. The elevated cap condition implies a system where a group of slender
piles are joined by a heavily massive cap and embedded in soil, while subjected
to ground motions. Therefore, the piles suffer large bending moments making it
difficult to comply with the capacity protection principle (JSCE (2005);AASHTO
(2007);MOHURD (2011)), that gives preference to ensuring an elastic response of
the foundations under seismic actions. An in-depth research on this topic can be
reviewed on the work made by Ye et al. (2007).

Not many pile group specimens have been tested, and it is even more unusual
to find quasi-static tests on elevated RC pile-cap foundations. However, Ye et al.
(2007) carried out a test on 2x2 elevated RC pile-cap foundation specimens, whose
global load-displacement hysteretic characteristics were numerically approached by
Tejerina (2014) and Wang (2013). Aiming to study the influence of the shadowing
effect as well as to get a detailed analysis of the failure process, Wang et al. (2015)
tested 2x3 configuration specimens of elevated RC pile-cap foundations, whose
failure mechanism was later studied by He (2014).
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3.1 Introduction

The lateral performance of elevated RC pile-cap foundations is still surrounded
by many uncertainties, particularly in which relates to pile group design. This
is the reason why the direct use of numerical models, based only on theoretical
formulation, might not reach sufficiently accurate results. Thereupon, real data of
the studied phenomenon is needed in order to calibrate the numerical model of the
foundation until it perfectly simulates the original testing conditions and, hence,
provide accurate outcomes when these conditions are modified.

Throughout this chapter, all the phases of the model calibration process are
detailed. On the first place, the process of obtaining the demanded real data from
the laboratory tests is described. Afterward, an explanation on how the numerical
model was built, together with the theoretical background that supports it, is
included. To finish, the chapter offers specific details on how certain parameters
where adapted in the numerical model in order to reach the appropriate match
between the real and the simulated results.

3.2 Experimental Tests

During the last years some elevated RC pile-cap specimens have been tested
by Professor Ye research group at the Bridge Department of Tongji University.
These laboratory tests have provided a good amount of real data, enough to en-
able research within a frame of well calibrated numerical models. On the first
place, two specimens of a 2x2 pile configurations of elevated RC pile-cap foun-
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dation were tested in by Ye et al. (2007) and numerically calibrated by Tejerina
(2014). Afterward, Wang et al. (2015) carried tests on two 2x3 pile configura-
tion specimens, which were calibrated in the present study, which explains why an
in-depth description of them is provided in this document.

3.2.1 Test Overview

The aim of the experimental tests was to enable the collection of empirical data
that make easier the analysis of 2x3 elevated pile-cap foundation configurations
when subjected to lateral loading. Consequently, a concrete prototype of this kind
of foundation was built inside an empty container. The piles were located at the
central area of the container so that, when filled with soil, the boundary effects
were minimized. Six square-section piles, of D = 15 cm width, were connected to
a cap with a center-to-center spacing between piles of 3D. The aboveground level
height was of 0.8 m (5.3D), while the depth of embedding was of 3.7 m (24.6D).
A heavy iron box with lead bricks inside was finally placed on the cap to simulate
an external vertical load equivalent to a 10% of the friction piles bearing capacity,
according to MOT (2007) design code.
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Figure 3.1. Test prototype layouts: (a) Distant view; (b) Detailed view. Source: Wang
et al. (2015)

According to the pushover theory, the lateral forces applied are directly related
to the fundamental mode shapes (Chopra and Goel (2001)). Thus, considering
the piles and pier of the bridge as part of a same global structural element, the
pushover theory says that the fundamental mode shape of the pier should also be
strictly considered. However, it is assumed that, due to the efficiency of the pier-
deck rubber bearings, the consequent bending moment on the cap, that results
from the inertial forces of the superstructure, is relatively small. This way, the
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horizontal earthquake excitation was simulated by applying a unique quasi-static
cyclic force on the cap, using a servo-controlled actuator, such that every three
cycles a higher displacement step was reached up to a final lateral cap deflection
of 260 mm.

The experimental model was instrumented with 21 displacement transducers,
66 strain gauges, 13 soil pressure cells and an inclinometer. The displacement
transducers were used to measure the lateral displacement of the cap, the average
curvature of the pile heads and the crushing of the confined concrete. The strain
gauges were disposed to detect the yielding of the longitudinal steel rebars. The
pressure cells were affixed to the piles and the walls to record the soil-pile inter-
action and the boundary response respectively. The inclinometer measured the
rotation of the cap.
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Figure 3.2. Test prototype scheme (unit: cm). Source: Wang et al. (2015)

Regarding the longitudinal reinforcement of the piles, four φ12 mm rebars
were disposed, leaving a concrete cover of 2 cm thickness. As confinement, φ8
mm transverse bars with 5 cm spacing were disposed, starting from the the pile
head up to a 2 m length. From that location to the tip of the pile, the transverse
bars were arranged at a 10 cm separation. The physical and mechanical properties
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of both the steel reinforcement and the concrete are shown in tables 3.1 and 3.2,
respectively.

The soil used in the test is cataloged as Shanghai Yellow Silica Sand. The
main features in this type of soil are a low moisture contents and poorly graded
grain size distribution. Table 3.3 shows the fundamental physical properties of the
sand.

Table 3.1. Steel strength and strain obtained from tension tests

Steel Yield strength Yield strain Ultimate strength Ultimate strain
fy (MPa) εy (×10−3) fsu (MPa) εsu

φ12 rebar 335 1750 490 0.15
φ8 bar 235 1175 360 0.18

Table 3.2. Concrete strength and strain registered on test

Concrete Compressive Strain at peak Crushing Ultimate
strength strength strength strain

f ’c (MPa) εy fcu (MPa) εcu

Unconfined 29.11 0.0020 11.65 0.006
Confined 33.81 0.0023 13.52 0.018

Table 3.3. Sand physical properties

Sand Unit weight Moisture content Friction angle Relative density

γ (kN/m3) ω (%) ϕ (deg) Dr

15.6 0.37 31 0.65

3.2.2 Test Results

Soil Response

During the test, a significant settlement of the sand surface surrounding the
piles was observed. The final depth of this subsidence was of 2D and D around the
outer and inner piles respectively. As a consequence of this phenomenon, the lateral
stiffness of sand at shallow depths was increased due do the to the compaction
suffered. Besides, the subsidence of the soil surface entailed a reduction of the
passive soil pressure on the piles.
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Regarding the boundary response, despite it could not be completely neutral-
ized, the recorded pressure values where sufficiently small to conclude that the
boundary conditions were acceptable.

Pile Group Hysteretic Response

The maximum lateral force registered on the cap was of Vmax = 64.5 kN, at
a displacement level of 109 mm. After this peak value, the lateral force showed a
smooth continuous decrease up to a 15% degradation of the strength. Based on the
large plastic deformations observed, it can be concluded that the tested structure
showed a clear ductile behavior. The resulting envelope of the test hysteretic curve,
the backbone curve, was determined so it could later be compared with the one
from the numerical model.
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Damage State of the Piles

During the test, the piles were subjected to progressive damage. However, due
to the embedded condition of the piles, the progressive stages of damage could
only be followed on the aboveground sections of the piles. At displacement levels
of around 30 mm, the initial damage began to advance in the form of horizontal
visible cracks on the pile heads. As the displacement steps advanced, the cracks
slowly increased in number and size. Once displacement levels of 120 mm were
surpassed, the concrete began the spalling of its cover. The spalling was aggravated
with increasing displacement levels, that were concentrated on a D length portion
of the pile heads, just below the cap bottom. It is remarkable that the damage
had a greater effect at the outer piles than at the inner ones. In fact, the core
crushing, at a displacement of 220 mm, was only located on the outer pile heads,
while the inner piles just showed all their four faces with penetrating wide cracks.
Nonetheless, inner pile-cap interfaces also showed rotational responses during the
test. Thus, both outer and inner piles generated plastic hinges within a length of
D below the cap bottom.

G.L.

Cap

Rotation
D

Cracks

Cover Spall
Core Crush

Figure 3.4. Aboveground damage sketch and general view. Source: Wang et al. (2015)

Once the test was over, the soil was removed so the embedded sections of the
piles could be inspected. The damage observed on the piles was classified in a
scaled basis from ’A’ to ’E’, according to its severity. The damage was mainly
located in the outer piles, as a result of their leading position towards the pushing
and pulling cycles. These piles presented an intense spalling of the concrete cover
at depths going from 4D to 8D (B and C regions), which resulted in the formation
of plastic hinges at those zones. The most damaged region at the inner row was
characterized by the presence of a series of wide cracks at depths going from 5D
to 7.5D (E region). For further clarification, figure 3.5 schematizes the observed
damage regions.
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A remarkable phenomenon was the pinching deformation observed in the outer
piles. The reasons for this residual deformation were attributed to the higher soil
pressures on the external faces of outer piles rather than on the inner ones. This
fact, which is directly related to the shadowing effect in pile groups, was afterwards
proven with the help of the pressuremeters recordings.

Yielding Process and Failure Mechanism

The position of the plastic hinges could be determined by a post-test damage
inspection. Nevertheless, the cap displacement for which the yielding of the piles
was triggered, could only be accurately obtained by analyzing the curvature data
provided by the strain gauges.

The first yield occurred at the leading piles head at a displacement of 30 mm.
Subsequently, rotational deformations, which reveal early yielding stages, were
observed at the inner pile heads. However, the exact level of displacement could
not be determined as some of the gauges surrounding the inner piles head stopped
working properly. The subsequent yielding was produced in the in the embedded
region of the leading piles, at a 60 mm displacement level. The underground
sections of inner piles did not show plastic behaviors until a displacement of 110
mm was reached at the cap.

The Ultimate Limit State was then established at the exact displacement stage
that causes a first pile to reach the theoretical ultimate curvature at its head.
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Nevertheless, this process was complex, because the ultimate curvature of concrete
sections is very vulnerable to variations in the axial loads. The slight rotation of
the cap during the loading process, caused an increase in the compression axial
force at the leading piles, which entailed a decrease in the ultimate curvature.
Accordingly, the corresponding limit state displacement, with the axial load taken
into account, was conservatively estimated at a value of 160 mm. However, it is to
highlight that the concrete core crushing could not actually be visually clear until
significantly greater displacement values (220 mm).

3.2.3 Calibration Conditions

In brief, each pile formed two plastic hinges: first on the pile head, then on
the pile embedded regions. The Ultimate Limit State was established at the first
event of ultimate curvature reached by a pile section, which happened to occur
at the leading piles. Therefore, for the sake of accurate results in the numerical
models, both the failure mechanism and the position of the plastic hinges must
be calibrated. The desired response values to be reached during the calibration of
the numerical model are summarized in table 3.4.

Table 3.4. Failure mechanism and location of plastic hinges

Yield Yield Yield Crush
Leading pile Leading pile Inner pile Leading pile

(head) (underground) (underground) (head)

Cap
displacement 30 mm 60 mm 110 mm 160 mm
level (mm)

Hinge Pile 4D → 8D 5D → 7.5D Pile
location head depths depths head

3.3 Numerical Model

The present section describes how a stable numerical-based model was built
based on test results. This model, developed using OpenSees finite element frame-
work, enabled the calibration of the experimental test particular conditions. As
the present research studies different designing characteristics of elevated pile-cap
foundations, the full numerical model calibration code was programmed paramet-
rically, so that the variables governing the performance of the foundation could
be easily modified without needing to create any additional codes. The procedure
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followed to build the model is explained in the following subsections. For further
details on the parametric script itself, see appendix (A).

3.3.1 Opensees Framework

The Mazzoni et al. (1999) (Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simu-
lation) platform is an object-oriented open framework for finite element analysis,
specialized on nonlinear responses of both structure and soil. OpenSees is mainly
used by the research community, which explains why it is designed for researchers
to constantly interchange and integrate new features and libraries into the frame-
work, thus, making it richer in content.

OpenSees is written in C++ and uses several Fortran numerical libraries. Tcl
is the chosen scripting language to support OpenSees commands, thereby, the
language used in this research to define the problem geometry, loading, formulation
and solution.

3.3.2 Piles Modelling

Piles Geometry

The foundations consisted on six similar piles disposed in three rows of two
piles each.The length of the elements was conditioned by the aboveground height
as well as by the high level of detail required at the underground shallow depths.
On one hand, a sufficient number of nodes was needed at the exposed areas of the
piles in order to correctly simulate the aboveground response and the formation of
plastic hinges at the piles. On the other hand, the underground plastic hinge was
predicted to occur at shallow depths of around 4D to 7.5D, depending on whether
the piles were outer or inner ones. Thereupon, after some testing, an element
length of 0.1 m was adopted, resulting in 46 nodes piles.

Piles Mass

Lumped masses were used to concentrate the proportional concrete mass of
their adjoining finite elements in each node. Note that, at the nodes located at
the piles head and tip, only a half of the mass was included, to simulate how this
nodes are only joined to one element.
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Piles Cross Section and Materials

One of the most remarkable OpenSees features is the modelling of the structural
elements with fiber cross sections, simulating the concrete nonlinearities without
the need to use a reduced sectional modulus to account for the material cracking. A
fiber section has a general geometric configuration formed by subregions of regular
shapes, called patches, associated to a uniaxial material. In addition, layers of
reinforcement bars can be added.
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Figure 3.6. Modelling of confined concrete with fiber section

Concrete Material: The concrete fibers were assigned to the OpenSees Concrete01
uniaxial material, based on Kent and Park (1971) concrete constitutive stress-
strain relationship model. This material considers a linear unloading-reloading
degradation of the stiffness. The unconfined concrete stress-strain values intro-
duced in the model to define the constitutive relations are those same ones used
at experimental test (table 3.2). However, the confinement of the concrete in-
creases substantially the compression and ultimate strength, as well as the strain
at both the peak and the ultimate strengths. Accordingly, the confined compres-
sive strength was, at first, estimated using the Mander et al. (1988) proposed
model. Then, Kent-Park equations were applied to obtain the ultimate strength
and strain for both the core and cover of the concrete cross section. A summary
of these values can be found on table 3.2.

Confined concrete compressive strength f
′
cc and its corresponding strain εcc

were calculated with Mander et al. (1988) equations, which take under consider-
ation the unconfined concrete compressive strength f

′
c and its strain εc, together

with the stirrups yield strength fyh and the transverse steel ratio ρs.
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f
′
cc = kf

′
c (3.1)

εcc = kεc (3.2)

k = 1 +
ρsfyh
f ′
c

(3.3)

Once the compressive strength and strain values were known for both, con-
fined and unconfined concrete, Kent and Park (1971) equations were applied to
determine the ultimate values of the stress-strain relation, unconfined concrete
ultimate strength f

′
u and its corresponding strain εu, as well as the unconfined

concrete ultimate strength f
′
cu and its corresponding strain εcu.

f
′
cu = 0.4f

′
cc (3.4)

f
′
u = 0.4f

′
c (3.5)

εcu = 0.004 + 0.9
ρsfyh
300

(3.6)

εu = 0.006 (3.7)
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Steel Material: The steel layers constitutive relation differs according to the desired
type of lateral loading analysis. For pushover analysis, OpenSees ReinforcingSteel
uniaxial material was considered to properly simulate the behavior of the longitu-
dinal reinforcements. This material, based on Chang and Mander (1994) model,
is very complete due to its highly detailed considerations on the different stages
of a steel rebar deformation: linear elastic, yield plateau, strain hardening and
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strain softening. The fatigue and strength reduction is also taken into account
by making use of Coffin-Manson equation for plastic strain amplitudes. Three
parameters rule this fatigue equation: The cyclic degradation coefficients (Cf ; α),
which relate the number of cycles to fracture with the plastic strain amplitudes;
and the strength reduction factor Cd, in charge of reducing the strength at every
cycle. Brown and Kunnath (2000) proposed values of Cf = 0.26; α = 0.506, which
were also adopted in the model. Nevertheless, the coefficient Cd, was best obtained
from the calibration of the test results.

It was observed that, when subjecting the elevated pile-cap foundation nu-
merical model to cyclic analysis, convergence problems appeared in the numerical
calculations. The reason was that ReinforcingSteel material was not correctly sim-
ulating the stiffness degradation process during the unloading phases of the cycles.
Therefore, a new material was created to be used on the cyclic loading analysis.
This new material was built by parallely adding two other materials offered by
OpenSees. On one hand, a Hysteretic material was customized by creating the
desired constitutive stress-strain relation, so that it considered cyclic degradation
of the unloading stiffness. On the other hand, as the Hysteretic material was made
up of straight lines, a smoothing of the transition between the different stages of
the constitutive relation was needed, which is the reason why a Steel02 material
with isotropic strain hardening was added. As a result of using this self-created
Parallel material, the convergence of cyclic analysis was substantially improved.
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The values introduced to define, both ReinforcingSteel and Parallel material
constitutive relations, were summarized in table 3.1. A scheme of both materials
is shown in figure 3.8

In addition, a uniaxial Elastic material was included to consider the torsional
response of the pile elements. Accordingly, the final element material is made by
both the fiber section and the torsion material aggregated together.

Pile Elements

In the same way as it happened when selecting the steel material, the most ap-
propriate element again depended on whether the performed analysis was pushover
or cyclic. In both cases, beam-column elements were used. However, pushover
analysis allowed the usage of displacement-based elements, while force-based ele-
ments had to be used for cyclic analysis. Both elements follow distributed plasticity
models which permit the spread of plasticity along the element. Displacement-
based elements nonlinear response is approximated by enforcing constant axial
deformation and linear curvature distribution along the element length. In force-
based elements, interpolation comes from static equilibrium and provides a con-
stant axial force and a linear distribution of the bending moment. Therefore, under
general conditions, displacement-based elements demand a higher amount of inte-
gration points while the calculation process is faster. Nonetheless, in cyclic analysis
the elements are subjected to unloading-reloading stages, which made force-base
elements more convenient as they are not affected by the presence of highly non-
linear curvatures. OpenSees dispBeamColumn element with 5 integration points
was used for pushover analysis, while for cyclic loading nonlinearBeamColumn
force-based elements, with 3 integration points, were adopted.

Boundary Conditions

Boundary conditions were necessary so that the model was statically defined.
Despite the fact that piles were very long and, hence, most of the vertical bearing
capacity was provided by the skin friction of the piles, it was observed in the tests
that the damage occurred at shallow depths of the piles, where vertical loads had
not yet been transferred to the soil. Accordingly, a simplified solution with dis-
placement constraints on the pile tips was adopted. Three alternatives of boundary
conditions on the pile tips were considered: constraint of vertical displacements;
constraint of both vertical and horizontal displacement; constraint of all degrees
of freedom. Constraining only the vertical displacement seemed to be the closest
approximation to real model. However, it was proved that, as the soil horizontal
forces at the tip are always very large, the soil itself was already constraining the
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horizontal degrees of freedom, which meant that a solution with all displacement
degrees of freedom constrained, lead to the same results but with a greater rate of
convergence. The third alternative was also an adequate option, as it was proven
that for piles with an embedded depth longer than 20D, the bending moment on
the tip, caused by horizontal loading, is effectively equal to zero. The rate of con-
vergence of this last option was not substantially better than the one reached with
all displacements constrained, hence, that was the option finally adopted.

3.3.3 Cap Modelling

The cap was constituted by six elements connecting the piles with the center of
its bottom surface. An additional vertical element was added from the bottom of
the cap to its orthocenter where a lumped mass, considering both the self weight
and the external vertical loads, was placed. Particularly important to mention are
the type of elements used, as they had to ensure that the cap behaved as a rigid
body. For this purpose, perfectly elastic beam-column elements (elasticBeamCol-
umn) were adopted, providing them with disproportionate values of mechanical
properties: area, inertia, elastic modulus and shear modulus.

Very stiff elastic
beam-column
elements

Cap lumped mass

Figure 3.9. Cap elements and mass scheme

3.3.4 Soil Modelling

The soil nodes were joined to the underground pile nodes, while keeping them
free of mass and constrained to every degree of freedom. It should be underlined
that soil elements are source of a significant proportion of the nonlinearities present
in the analysis of foundations under earthquake loads. In fact, this issue can cause
slow convergence problems when running numerical models. Hence, aiming to
reduce the amount of nonlinearities, the model building script was programed so
that users could decide after how many pile nodes a soil node was introduced.
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Soil Material

OpenSees PySimple1 material was the one chosen to simulate the nonlinear
response of the soil elements. The sand force-deformation relation used by this
material is based on API (1993) nonlinear standardized p-y curve for single piles.
Accordingly, the input values for the different depths and properties of the soil
where calculated with the p-y formulation provided by the API code:

psoil = Aputanh

(
KhHApu

y

)
(3.8)

where

A → Factor to account for cyclic or static loading condition:

A = 0.9 for cyclic loading.

A =
(
3− 0.8HD

)
for static loading.

pu → Ultimate lateral bearing capacity of the sand:

pu = min [pus, pud] [kN/m] (3.9)

pus → Ultimate lateral bearing capacity at shallow depths:

pus = (C1H + C2D)γH [kN/m] (3.10)

pud → Ultimate lateral bearing capacity at deep depths:

pud = C3DγH [kN/m] (3.11)

where:

C1, C2, C3 → Coefficients determined from figure 3.10.

γ → Effective soil weight, [kN/m3].

H → Depth, [m].

D → Pile diameter, [m].

Kh → Initial subgrade reaction modulus determined from figure 3.11.
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Coefficients C1, C2 and C3 depend on the friction angle ϕ and can be calculated
either with O’Neill and Murchison (1983) equations or with the API curves (figure
3.10), which are function of the internal friction angle ϕ

′
. In the present research,

the following values were obtained: C1 = 1.91, C2 = 2.67 and C3 = 28.75.

Regarding the initial subgrade reaction modulus, it is important to mention
that Kh should be obtained with high accuracy, as it has a strong influence on the
stiffness of the p-y curves. According to the curve provided by the API (figure
3.11), the adequate value for the present analysis conditions was of Kh = 2090
kN/m3.
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Plenty of PySimple1 materials were defined, one for each soil element, so that
OpenSees calculated different p-y relations for each of them, according to the depth
of the corresponding soil node. As an input, OpenSees demands the ultimate
lateral capacity of the soil in terms of nodal force, which means that, in order
to give that value, the calculated ultimate lateral bearing capacity pu had to be
multiplied by the length of the element considered. In addition, the required input
related to the displacement, is the one at which 50% of pu is mobilized (y50).
With this aim, the displacement y was isolated on equation 3.8 and evaluated at
a psoil = 0.5pu value, which lead to the following equation:
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y50 =
Apu

2KhH
ln

(
1 + 0.5

A

1− 0.5
A

)
(3.12)

Popensees = puh (3.13)

Soil Elements

The element used to model the soil behavior was the Zero-Length one. This
type of element, is defined by two nodes located at a same position. One of the
nodes had to be the totally constrained soil node, while the other corresponded to
the pile node to which the soil element is adjoined. All the elements were attached
to PySimple1 materials, to represent the force-deformation relation of the element
on the desired performance axis. zeroLength elements present an equal response
in both positive and negative direction of its axis. Thereby, it could be used not
only for pushover monotonic loading, but also for cyclic analysis.

3.3.5 Loading of the Model

As mentioned before, external vertical loads were included as a part of the cap
self weight. OpenSees considers all the lumped masses of the model to perform a
gravitational analysis, which was ran before the lateral loading analysis.

Regarding the horizontal quasi-static analysis, a monotonically increasing lat-
eral load pattern was applied on the cap orthocenter, while the static equilibrium
equations were iteratively solved until convergence was reached. This numerical
algorithm was provided by OpenSees Subversion repository.

3.3.6 Recording of the Results

Recorders where used to measure cap displacement, elements forces, elements
deformations and the stress-strain relation on reinforcing bars. All these previously
mentioned quantitative data was later used for the postprocessing analysis of the
structural response.
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3.3.7 Summary Sketch of the Numerical Model
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Figure 3.12. Numerical model sketch

3.4 Calibration Process

Once the numerical model was built and provided coherent response results,
the following phase started. At that second calibration phase it was pretended to
approach the numerical results from the model to those of the experimental test.
For this purpose, the first step was to define which were the structural features
that ensured a stable model in relation to the test. The conclusions were that those
essential features, thus necessary for the approach, were: the test backbone curve,
the position of the plastic hinges and the failure mechanism. Consequently, it was
also determined which variables, with a high degree of uncertainty in relation to
its theoretical values, had a essential influence on the structural characteristics to
be approached.

3.4.1 Calibration Parameters

Three variables were subjected to calibration due to their direct influence on
the model response: the pile group coefficients, the ultimate maximum strength
of the longitudinal reinforcement and the fatigue reduction factor.
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Pile Group Effect Multipliers

The adjustment of the pile effect coefficients was the most critical stage of
the calibration phase, as they have a strong influence on both the capacity curve
and the failure process. As it was highlighted by Brown and Reese (1988) when
describing the characteristic shadowing effect on pile groups, the overall load on
the foundation is redistributed in a way such that the leading piles carry a higher
proportion of the total load. For the same reason, the central piles carry a lower
proportion of the load than the leading piles, but a higher one than the rear ones.
Therefore, the p-multiplier methodology proposes multiplying the ultimate soil
strength, at the p-y curves, by a load reduction factor fm. However, Castelli and
Maugeri (2009) approach was proven to be more accurate for the present research
aim, as it also takes into account a reduction of the soil stiffness by including the
additional multiplier ζm, with values assumed to be equal to those of fm (Castelli
(2006)).

Reese et al. (1974) p-y proposed the following hyperbolic approach for single
pile:

psoil =
y

D
Kh

+ y
pu

(3.14)

The Castelli and Maugeri (2009) modified formulation for pile group considers
the multipliers fm and ζm:

psoil =
y

D
ζmKh

+ y
fmpu

(3.15)

In the present study, a similar strength and stiffness reduction criteria was
followed, so fm and ζm were applied to the API (1993) proposed equation 3.8. The
isolation of pu and y50 resulted on the following pile group p-y equations introduced
in OpenSees:

y50 =
Apu

2KhζmH
ln

(
1 + 0.5

A

1− 0.5
A

)
(3.16)

Popensees = pufmh (3.17)

An important decision related to the model was whether to perform a pushover
or a cyclic analysis. The experimental test was performed under cyclic loads,
hence, it seemed reasonable to run a numerical cyclic analysis. However, accord-
ing to the p-multiplier method for pile groups, a different coefficient has to be
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assigned for each row of piles within the group in such way that the multiplier
values decrease from the leading to the rear piles (i.e., Brown and Reese (1988)
proposed p-multiplier values of 0.7, 0.5 and 0.4 for leading, central and rear piles,
respectively).

When the model is subjected to lateral cyclic loads, the outer piles serve as
leading and trailing rows alternatively. This was a difficult fact to be undertaken
by the numerical model, as it cannot constantly swap the corresponding multiplier
values of leading and rear piles according to the changes on the loading direction.

An alternative option was to use a calibrated symmetric configuration of mul-
tipliers, so that all the outer piles adopted a common reduced coefficient, which
was actually different from the coefficient on the central piles (i.e., 0.4, 0.3, 0.4).
This alternative enabled a similar graphical to the shape of the experimental back-
bone curve. Nevertheless, the procedure lacked the physical principles necessary to
support its use, as there exists no scientific support for leading rows on a loading
stage to carry a similar load proportion to the rest of the rows. Furthermore, as
a result of this incongruence, the failure mechanism provided by this alternative
was significantly different to the one expected, specially at the ultimate limit state
of the pile section. This fact can be observed on figure 3.13, where the results of
a calibrated cyclic procedure are shown.
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Another important inconvenience of numerical cyclic analysis is its high com-
putational cost, which gave frequent convergence problems. In comparison to the
cyclic loading, the pushover analysis was perfectly capable of approaching the
entire failure process of the pile group without considering the variation of rows
multiplier during the analysis. This explains why it was decided to adopt this kind
of equations.

Throughout the years, different values or equations to calculate pile coefficients
have been proposed by many authors. What most references recommend is, at
a first stage, to follow some of the proposed multiplier values with the aim of
adjusting them afterwards, in accordance to the experimental results obtained
from the numerical model on which it is based. Accordingly, a first set of pile
group coefficients, 0.78, 0.57, 0.41, was obtained by making use of Rollins et al.
(2005) equations:

Leading row: ζm ≈ fm = 0.26 ln(s/D) + 0.5 ≤ 1 (3.18)

Middle row: ζm ≈ fm = 0.52 ln(s/D) ≤ 1 (3.19)

Rear row:ζm ≈ fm = 0.6 ln(s/D)− 0.25 ≤ 1 (3.20)

Consequently, taking the remaining calibration parameters under considera-
tion, the pile effect coefficients were adjusted for the pushover analysis, reaching
final values of 0.8, 0.4 and 0.3 at leading, central and rear pile rows, respectively.

Reduction of the Ultimate Strength

During the loading cycles to which the specimen was subjected during the test,
a reduction of the longitudinal reinforcement ultimate strength, originated by the
fatigue of the material, was expected. With no cycles existing at the numerical
pushover, this strength reduction could not be expected at this analysis, unless the
rebars ultimate strength was manually reduced and calibrated. This parameter had
a significant influence on the capacity curve, as shown in figure 3.14, where the
remaining calibration variables were already adjusted.

The value which best fitted the experimental backbone curve, without influenc-
ing the structural failure mechanism, was of approximately a 90% of the original
rebars ultimate strength. This proportion corresponds to a stress fyu = 440 MPa.
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Figure 3.14. Influence of the steel ultimate strength on the capacity curve

Cyclic Strength Reduction Constant

For the pushover analysis, Opensees ReinforcingSteel material was the one
used. This material, takes a progressive accumulation of damage into account, to
simulate the fatigue caused by a cyclic loading regardless of whether the analysis
type is cyclic or pushover. In addition to the adjusting of the ultimate steel strength
above mentioned, the strength reduction constant Cd, was also calibrated, trying to
find a good match between the test backbone and the numerical pushover capacity
curves. The influence of Cd on the model capacity curve is shown in figure 3.15,
where the remaining calibration variables were already adjusted.

The above mentioned figure illustrates how higher values for Cd entails a lower
reduction of strength in every cycle. Keeping the previously described calibration
variables in mind, the cyclic strength reduction factor was adjusted to a final value
of Cd = 0.161.
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Summary Table of Calibrated Parameters

The above mentioned parameters, with a high degree of uncertainty and strong
influence on the structural response that required a calibration process, were suc-
cessfully adjusted to the following values:

Table 3.5. Calibrated parameters

Parameter Calibration value

Leading pile multipliers ζm ≈ fm = 0.8
Central pile multipliers ζm ≈ fm = 0.4
Rear pile multipliers ζm ≈ fm = 0.3

Reduction of the ultimate strength 95%fyu = 440 MPa

Cyclic strength reduction constant Cd = 0.161

3.4.2 Calibration of the Backbone Curve

The approach of the pushover capacity curve to the test backbone was done by
adjusting the calibration parameters, taking into consideration that the position
of the plastic hinges and the failure sequence also had to adequately match the
empirical results. Accordingly, a satisfactory congruence between numerical and
tests results was reached, as shown in figure 3.16.
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3.4.3 Calibration of the Plastic Hinges Location

The position of the plastic hinges was not considered of crucial importance in
the present research, as the final goal of the overall parametric analysis was the
study of the structure ductility, related to the failure mechanism rather than the
location of the plastic hinges. However, in order to ensure a coherent response of
the model, the location of the damaged regions was also located in accordance to
the on-test observations.

Due to the way in which the model was built, the position of the aboveground
plastic hinge, clearly had to be located at the pile-cap connecting region. More
problematic was the calibration of the underground hinges, as they depended on
how the soil at shallow depths was simulated. The procedure followed consisted on
comparing both test and model curvatures corresponding at the aboveground and
underground yielding stages. Consequently, the theoretical plastic hinge length
was calculated and subsequently compared to the one observed on test damaged
regions (table 3.4). Only leading piles were subjected to this procedure, as some
of the gauges surrounding the inner pile heads did not work properly during the
test, hence, the yielding corresponding displacement values obtained were not ac-
curately.

The plastic hinge length was calculated using Priestley and Park (1987) pro-
posed equation:

Lp = 0.08L+ 0.0022fydbl (3.21)

where: L is the distance from the yield section to the contra-flexure point, in
meters; fy is the yield strength, in MPa; and dbl is the diameter of the longitudinal
reinforcing steel, in meters. The theoretical values obtained for aboveground and
underground plastic hinges lengths were of 10.48 and 9.68 cm, respectively. Figures
3.17 and 3.18 show how the theoretical hinge lengths, centered at the critical
sections, overlap with the damage regions observed during the experimental test.

The above mentioned figures also show a slight variation in the location of
the underground maximum curvature in experimental results, compared to the
numerical ones, which is a common observation in analysis of fixed headed pile
foundations. As explained by Yan and Byrne (1992), this phenomenon is gener-
ally attributed to an underestimation of the shallow soil stiffness by API curves.
However, when damaged regions on the test were compared with the theoretical
plastic hinge length, an overlapping of both zones was detected, so the calibration
of the plastic hinges was considerated to be adequate enough.
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Figure 3.17. Aboveground yield curvature distributions in leading piles
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Figure 3.18. Underground yield curvature distributions in leading piles

3.4.4 Calibration of the Failure Mechanism

The foundation failure approach is the most important task performed during
the calibration process. During the testing of the elevated pile-cap foundation
specimen, the prototype failure process was analyzed in sufficient detail. The
strain gauges provided information related to the damage state at three different
regions: leading pile heads, leading pile underground sections and central pile
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underground section. The displacement level resulting from the analysis, can be
found in table 3.4. Therefore, in order to verify the level of agreement between
empirical and model results, the displacement levels corresponding to the yielding
and crushing sequences at the same three sections that where analyzed in the
prototype, also had to be obtained.

Numerical Model Yielding Process and Failure Mechanism

The yielding and crushing of concrete sections can be detected by analyzing
the increase of either the curvatures or the bending moments. The problem faced
during the analysis was that, due to the lateral displacement of the cap, the cen-
ter of the gravity loads was continuously displaced towards the pushing direction,
resulting on a redistribution of the load proportion supported by each pile. Fur-
thermore, a slight rotation of the cap, caused by the damage on the piles head,
was detected. On one hand, this rotation increased the compressive axial load on
the leading piles. On the other hand, the axial forces on the remaining piles were
reduced, reaching situations of tension stress at some sections. The mentioned
variation of axial load through the pushover analysis is illustrated in figure 3.19.
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The piles section sensitivity to axial forces was studied, so the displacement
levels corresponding to the critical curvatures could be found through the resulting
data recorded by the numerical model. For this purpose, a first analysis was per-
formed, with UCFyber software, through calculating the concrete section moment-
curvature diagrams under different magnitudes of axial load. Figure 3.20 shows
the resulting moment-curvature diagrams, accompanied by the discretization of
the section used for this purpose:
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Figure 3.20. Moment-Curvature diagrams of pile discretised section

As seen in the above figure, the yielding curvature remains approximately con-
stant, regardless of the variation of axial loads magnitude. Thereupon, an average
value of 0.0208 rad/m was assumed as the constant magnitude of the theoretical
yielding curvature. Consequently, the cap displacement levels corresponding to
the instants when the yielding curvature was surpassed on the leading and the
central piles, could be directly obtained from the numerical model results. The
resulting displacements at the yielding states displacements were of 28 mm at the
leading pile heads, 71 mm at the leading pile underground regions and 104 mm at
the central pile underground regions.

In contrast with the yield curvature, the ultimate curvature suffers an impor-
tant variation, depending on the magnitude of the axial forces, specially under
compressive axial loads. As observed in figure 3.20, when the section is subjected
to large compressive forces, the ultimate moment increases whereas the ultimate
curvature decreases. Thereupon, due to the continuous variation of the axial force
during the pushover analysis, the ultimate state of the section could not be di-
rectly obtained from the numerical model data, which explains why an alternative
procedure had to be followed for this purpose. At first place, a set of cap dis-
placement levels were selected and their corresponding axial forces and bending
moments on the leading pile-head sections were obtained from the model recorders.
Consequently, with the help of UCFyber, the ultimate moments were calculated
under the set of previously determined axial loads. Finally, a curve relating the
set of displacements and the ultimate moments calculated was compared with the
displacement-bending moment curve, previously obtained from the model. The
intersection point between both curves gives the real ultimate moment and its cor-
responding displacement level. Figure 3.21 illustrates the last phase of the above
explained procedure.
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Figure 3.21. Graphical procedure to obtain the failure mechanism regardless of axial loads

The ultimate moment and curvature were reached at a displacement of 179
mm. Additionally, as it can be seen in the above figure, the same procedure was
followed to calculate the yielding displacement level, so that the assumption of
constant yielding curvature previously adopted could be verified. Making use of
the model recorded data, it was proven that the 0.0208 rad/m yielding curvature
occurred at a similar displacement level to the one obtained using the curves
intersection procedure, which meant that the assumption made was correct.

Verification of the numerical model yielding and failure mechanism

The last stage of the calibration consisted on a comparison between the model
and the test critical displacements. The tolerance of the approach was defined
according to a ±10% deviation over the test results, which could be attributed to
slight errors on the instrumentation measurements. Table 3.6 and figure 3.22 show
how the empirical and model results are related.

Table 3.6. Test and model failure mechanisms

Section Section state Test Model

Leading pile-head Yield 30 mm 28 mm
Leading pile-underground Yield 60 mm 71 mm
Central pile-underground Yield 110 mm 104 mm
Leading pile-head Ultimate 160 mm 179 mm
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The model yielding limit states of both leading and central piles presented a
good agreement with the test results. However, the ultimate state of the section
seemed to occur slightly later at the numerical model than at the test. The rea-
son for that delay on the numerical-based ultimate state was attributed to the
conservative estimation made regarding the test specimen ultimate curvature, as
explained in section 3.2.2. At that previous stage, it was also pointed out how the
concrete crushing could not be visually clear until displacement values of 220 mm
were reached. As a matter of fact, this issue has already been underlined by Ooi
et al. (2004), who postulated that, due to the slight rotation of the cap and the
concrete cracking, the real behavior of fixed-headed pile groups tends to deviate
from the theoretical approaches when subjected to high loads, such as the ones
causing the ultimate curvatures to be reached. Accordingly, the calibration of the
ultimate curvature was also accepted as valid.

3.5 Summary of the Calibration Process

A numerical model was built to approach the response observed on an elevated
RC pile-cap foundation test specimen. During the calibration of the model, the
following conclusions were reached:

During the early stages of calibration it was proven that, due to the piles
shadowing effect, a numerical pushover seemed to be a more adequate option
than a cyclic analysis (section 3.4.1).
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� The match between the test backbone curve and the model capacity curve
was successfully accomplished (section 3.4.2).

� The prediction of the plastic hinge locations was satisfactory, as both test
and model damage regions were congruent (3.4.3).

� The calibration of the yielding limit states was valid, due to a high level of
agreement between empirical and numerical-based results (3.4.4).

� The calibration of the section ultimate limit state was satisfactory. Although
the level of agreement was not perfect, the numerical model remained within
the security range of requirements, thus providing a slightly conservative
result in comparison with the test one (3.4.4).

� The calibration variables, necessary to approach a stable response of the
numerical model, are listed in table (3.5).

It was concluded that, in general terms, a stable numerical model was reached.
Therefore, it was used during the next stage of the study: the parametric analysis
of real scale elevated RC pile-cap foundations.
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4.1 Introduction

This chapter offers a detailed explanation on how the stable numerical model
was used to study the response of a 1:1 scale elevated RC pile-cap foundation.
For this purpose, the model that was previously stabilized during the calibration
process, with its dimensions and mechanic characteristics modified, was used to
simulate a group of usual designing conditions.

The parametric analysis enabled the study of structural features such as the
capacity curve or the location of the plastic hinges. However, the research was
mainly focused on analyzing the ductility of the foundation, which is the reason
why the determination of the failure mechanism was considered of great impor-
tance.

Ductility relates the first yielding stage with the nonlinear limit states. More-
over, knowing its exact magnitude enables the use of the Capacity Spectrum
Method on real structure design practices to ensure an adequate seismic perfor-
mance of the structure, which explains why this magnitude is so relevant. The
limit displacement capacity can be obtained by multiplying the ductility factors
and the yielding displacement results obtained in a simple linear elastic analysis.
Thereupon, the main goal of the present chapter is to provide a set of ductility
factors to be used as a reference for seismic design.
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4.2 Identification of the Limit States

As explained in section 2.1.2, the response of a structure must satisfy a cer-
tain performance objective in relation to the seismic hazard levels defined by most
design codes (ATC (1996); Fajfar (1999); ASCE and FEMA (2000)). The seismic
design criteria is defined to ensure that, for an infrequent level of ground shaking,
the structural damages suffered can be inspected and repaired. However, for ex-
tremely rare earthquakes, it is paramount to ensure the safety of users, regardless
of the damage state of the structure. Therefore, structure limit states were defined
to cover the requirements of the seismic design criteria.

4.2.1 Underground Yielding Limit State

The effects caused by an infrequent yet strong earthquake must not exceed a
damage level that makes reparation tasks impossible. When applied to elevated
pile-cap foundations, this criteria implies that plastic states on the underground
pile regions are not tolerated, as they cannot be easily inspected by the technicians.
Furthermore, removing the soil after every seismic event would be extremely con-
suming in terms of money and time. Thereupon, a first limit state is defined at the
structure for the displacement causing the first yield on the underground regions,
which will always occur at the leading piles. The underground yield displacement
ductility factor µY u was calculated from the parametric analysis.

4.2.2 Ultimate Limit State

Under extreme but yet very infrequent earthquakes, the collapse of the struc-
ture must be prevented, so that the safety of the facility is ensured. Therefore,
underground yielding states are permitted up to the instant when a first plastic
hinge crushes. The crushing of a plastic hinge can compromise the global stability
of the foundation, resulting in the collapse of the structure. For this reason, the
ultimate limit state is defined at the displacement level that first causes a section
to reach its ultimate curvature, which will always occur at the leading pile heads.
As a result, aboveground ultimate displacement and curvature ductility factors
µUu were calculated from the parametric analysis. In addition, the ultimate cur-
vature ductility factor µUφ, which depends on the variation of axial loads, was also
obtained.
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4.3 Parametric Analysis Procedure

4.3.1 Reference Model

With the aim of finding the nonlinear response of the foundation, a reference
model of real scale elevated pile-cap foundation was first created. The purpose
of this model was to generate a frame of generic characteristics so that, when a
single structural property was modified, its influence could be analyzed through a
comparison with the generic conditions of the reference model.

The generic model was formed by a 2x3 pile configuration. Due to drilling
requirements, circular pile sections are the usual design solutions, hence, a circular
section of 1.2 m of diameter was adopted for the reference section in the present
research. The pile lengths were 25D and 4D at the underground and aboveground
regions, respectively. The cap dimensions and the pile-to-pile spacing followed a
similar configuration as the ones in both the test and calibration model. Figure
4.1 illustrates a scheme of the geometrical and material configuration used in the
reference model.
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Figure 4.1. Reference model scheme

The bridge pier and deck self weights were also taken into account by ap-
plying an external vertical load on the cap orthocenter. The value of this force
corresponded to 10% of the load for failure of piles under compressive stress, fcAc.

Regarding the pile materials, ten φ36 mm longitudinal bars were included in
the section, corresponding to a longitudinal reinforcement ratio of ρl = 1.0%.
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As confinement, φ16 mm transverse bars were located at such a separation that
ensures a volumetric ratio of confining steel of ρs = 1%, leaving a concrete cover of
4 cm thick. The mentioned transverse reinforcement ratio of the reference model
resulted in a lower confinement level than the one used during the calibration tests,
which was conservatively oversized, at a value of ρs = 2%, in comparison to the
0.5 − 1.5% commonly used on design .The physical and mechanical properties of
both the steel reinforcement and the concrete are shown in tables 4.1 and 4.2,
respectively.

The soil modeled for the parametric analysis was the same Shanghai Yellow
Silica Sand used for the calibration process. However, the unit weight was rounded
to a value of 16 kN/m3 and the relative density was reduced to a more frequent
value of 0.5. Table 4.3 shows the fundamental physical properties of the sand.

Table 4.1. Steel strength and strain used on the parametric analysis

Steel Yield strength Yield strain Ultimate strength Ultimate strain
fy (MPa) εy (×10−3) fsu (MPa) εsu

φ36 rebar 335 1750 490 0.15
φ16 bar 235 1175 360 0.18

Table 4.2. Concrete strength and strain used on the parametric analysis

Concrete Compressive Strain at peak Crushing Ultimate
strength strength strength strain

f ’c (MPa) εy f ’cu (MPa) εcu

Unconfined 32.00 0.0020 12.80 0.006
Confined 35.35 0.0022 14.14 0.014

Table 4.3. Sand physical properties used on the parametric analysis

Sand Unit weight Moisture content Friction angle Relative density

γ (kN/m
3
) ω (%) ϕ (deg) Dr

16 0.37 31 0.5

4.3.2 Parameters Analyzed

Not every elevated pile-cap foundation follows the same design criteria. Its per-
formance varies according to the soil characteristics and the external loads that
the structure suffers. The mechanical properties of the piles can also vary in order
to adapt to the requirements of the environment where the structure is placed.
Accordingly, the parametric analysis studied the seismic response of foundations
under the variation of different properties as well as the external conditions. The
parameters chosen for the analysis can be divided into three categories: pile char-
acteristics, external loads applied on the foundation and soil properties.
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Pile geometrical and mechanical characteristics: Three parameters related to the pile
section were considered: pile diameter, longitudinal reinforcement ratio and trans-
verse reinforcement ratio.

� Pile diameter: Aiming to evaluate the influence of the pile size on the seis-
mic behavior of the foundation, the area of the circular section was varied,
while keeping the original reinforcement ratio. Three different cases were
considered: D = 0.8 m, D = 1.2 m and D = 1.6 m.

� Longitudinal reinforcement ratio: Aiming to evaluate the influence of rebars
on the pile response, the proportion of steel longitudinal reinforcement with
respect to concrete was varied in the three following cases: ρl = 0.5%,
ρl = 1.0% and ρl = 1.5%.

� Transverse reinforcement ratio: Aiming to evaluate the influence of the pile
confinement on the structure seismic behavior, the proportion of stirrups
with respect to concrete was varied in the three following cases: ρs = 0.3%,
ρs = 0.6% and ρs = 1.2%.

External loads applied on the foundation: Foundations are subjected to either per-
manent loads, caused by the deck and pier self weights, or external variable loads
suffered during the life of the structure. The variation of both load types were
simulated at the parametric analysis as a vertical force and an external moment
applied on the cap orthocenter.

� Vertical load: Aiming to evaluate the influence of compressive stresses on
the section ultimate curvature and moment, the ratio of vertical load over
the axial load for failure of the piles Pu was varied in the three following
cases: P = 0.05Pu, P = 0.1Pu and P = 0.2Pu.

� Moment: Aiming to evaluate the influence of an external moment, in accor-
dance to its direction, three cases were used. The three external moments
proposed were given proportional values to the critical moment Mcr that,
taking the external axial loads into account, causes the failure of the piles:
M = −0.2Mcr, M = 0 and M = 0.2Mcr.

Soil properties: An important part of the constraints of the structural response
comes from the soil characteristics and its configuration in relation to the founda-
tion. For that reason, three parameters were considered necessary for the study:
soil unit weight, soil relative density, scouring depth and multilayered configura-
tions of the soil.
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� Aboveground heigth: Aiming to evaluate the influence of the scouring depth
on the seismic response, the three following cases of scouring depth were
studied: La = 2D, La = 4D and La = 2D.

� Sand density: Aiming to evaluate the influence of the soil density on the
structure behavior, the unit weight and relative density values corresponding
to loose, medium and dense soil, were considered: Dr = 0.3 γ = 14 kN/m3,
Dr = 0.5 γ = 16 kN/m3 and Dr = 0.7 γ = 18 kN/m3.

� Multilayered soil: Aiming to evaluate the influence that different kinds of soil
have on the foundation seismic response, two layers were used as a reference,
variating their thickness from 0 to 100% of the total embedded depth.

Summary Case Table

The different parametric cases were one by one compared with the reference
case, named C00. A summary of every case analyzed, together with each of their
corresponding associated properties, is given in table 4.4.

Table 4.4. Summary case table of the parametric analysis

Pile Section External Loads Soil
Case D (m) ρl ρs P (kN) M (mkN) La Sand Layers
C00 1.2 1 1 0.1Pu 0 4D Medium 100%Medium

C01 0.8 1 1 0.1Pu 0 4D Medium 100%Medium

C02 1.6 1 1 0.1Pu 0 4D Medium 100%Medium

C03 1.2 0.5 1 0.1Pu 0 4D Medium 100%Medium

C04 1.2 1.5 1 0.1Pu 0 4D Medium 100%Medium

C05 1.2 1 0.5 0.1Pu 0 4D Medium 100%Medium

C06 1.2 1 1.5 0.1Pu 0 4D Medium 100%Medium

S07 1.2 1 1 0.05Pu 0 4D Medium 100%Medium

C08 1.2 1 1 0.2Pu 0 4D Medium 100%Medium

C09 1.2 1 1 0.1Pu -0.2Mcr 4D Medium 100%Medium

C10 1.2 1 1 0.1Pu 0.2Mcr 4D Medium 100%Medium

C11 1.2 1 1 0.1Pu 0 2D Medium 100%Medium

C12 1.2 1 1 0.1Pu 0 6D Medium 100%Medium

C13 1.2 1 1 0.1Pu 0 4D Loose 100%Loose

C14 1.2 1 1 0.1Pu 0 4D Dense 100%Dense

C15 1.2 1 1 0.1Pu 0 4D Various 4%Loose 96%Dense

C16 1.2 1 1 0.1Pu 0 4D Various 12%Loose 88%Dense

C17 1.2 1 1 0.1Pu 0 4D Various 20%Loose 80%Dense

C18 1.2 1 1 0.1Pu 0 4D Various 30%Loose 70%Dense

C19 1.2 1 1 0.1Pu 0 4D Various 50%Loose 50%Dense

C20 1.2 1 1 0.1Pu 0 4D Various 70%Loose 30%Dense
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4.4 Results and Discussion of the Parametric Analysis

The present section focuses on giving a detailed description on how each pa-
rameter was analyzed. Afterwards, a comparison between the cases, which resulted
from the different values given to each of the variable parameters studied, is pre-
sented. Subsequently, the influence that these parameters have on the response of
the foundation is explained. Tables which contain the numerical results have been
elaborated, including:

� Maximum lateral pushing force Vmax (kN).

� Initial stiffness of the foundation E0 (kN/m).

� First aboveground yielding state displacement ∆Ab
Y (m).

� First aboveground yielding state curvature φAbY (1/rad).

� First underground yielding state displacement ∆Und
Y (m).

� Ultimate limit state displacement at the aboveground regions ∆U (m).

� Ultimate limit state curvature at the aboveground regions φU (1/rad).

� Underground yielding displacement ductility factor µY u.

� Aboveground ultimate displacement ductility factor µUu.

� Aboveground ultimate curvature ductility factors µUφ.

where:

µY u =
∆Und
Y

∆Ab
Y

µUu =
∆U

∆Ab
Y

µUφ =
φU

φAbY
(4.1)

(4.2)

In addition, due to the great amount of qualitative information they contain,
capacity curves and curvature distributions for the leading pile are also included.
The capacity curve graphs compare the curves of all the different cases analyzed
for a specific parameter, including the failure sequence indicated on the curve
using markers. The curvature graphs represent the curvature distributions along
the leading pile at the aboveground yielding displacement stage. This state was
chosen to be the one represented, as it shows the aboveground yielding curvature
while giving clues on the location of the subsequent yields at the underground
regions.
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4.4.1 Reference Case Analysis

As all the parametric cases were compared with the reference one (C00), the
results of this reference case are shown simultaneously with the results of the
analysis of each parameter. However, for a better understanding of the study,
a brief clarification on the structural behavior of this reference case is made in
advance here. The representation of the reference case capacity curve, shown in
figure 4.2, illustrates how the ultimate curvatures at the leading pile aboveground
regions were reached before the central pile embedded regions yielded. Throughout
the entire explanation of the parametric analysis results, it can be observed how
the failure mechanism achieved experienced significant modifications with every
variation made to the model physical characteristics.
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Figure 4.2. Reference case Capacity Curve

4.4.2 Pile Diameter Analysis

Analysis Overview

Three different pile diameters were studied, always preserving the original total
length of the piles. This leads to analyzing the influence that pile slenderness has
on the seismic behavior of pile-cap foundations. As the steel reinforcement ratios
had to remain constant, the amount of longitudinal and transverse reinforcement
requirements were recalculated for this purpose. In fact, as OpenSees does not de-
mand the amount of transverse reinforcement but the confined concrete strength,
the stirrups recalculation was not necessary. However, for the longitudinal rein-
forcement ratio, a new configuration of steel layers had to be introduced on the
fiber section so ρl remained at its original value of a 1%. Figure 4.3 illustrates the
pile section details for each of the cases analyzed.
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Figure 4.3. Section detail of the different pile diameters analyzed

Results and Discussion

The pile diameter has a strong influence on its stiffness as can be seen on
figure 4.4, where the capacity curves and the failure mechanisms of the three cases
considered are represented. A slender pile not only makes the range of elastic
deformations decrease but it also enables the elongation of the plastic range. This
is the reason why, while the underground yielding state ductility increases with
the diameter, the ductility related to the ultimate limit state decreases when the
slenderness is reduced (table 4.6). In this regard, figure 4.5 shows the inability of
stiff diameters to achieve large curvatures, regardless of their capacity of resisting
large lateral forces. This fact causes the longitudinal rebars not to be adequately
harnessed, causing a premature failure of the concrete, while the yielding states are
delayed. Case C02 (D = 1.6 m) reflects the issue, with an ultimate state reached
before the pile underground regions start to yield.

In general terms, due to their great ductility, slender piles have a better nonlin-
ear performance against earthquakes than stiffer ones. However, the piles capacity
of resisting external loads, i.e., horizontal variable loads, can get compromised.

Table 4.5. Variation of the pile diameter: characteristic values of the capacity curve

Case D(m) Vmax(kN) E0(kN/m) ∆Ab
Y (m) φAbY (1/r) ∆Und

Y (m) ∆U (m) φU (1/r)

C01 0.8 1.21 · 103 1.29 · 104 0.063 0.0040 0.159 0.326 0.0758
C00 1.2 3.85 · 103 3.64 · 104 0.060 0.0025 0.174 0.238 0.0359
C02 1.6 8.36 · 103 7.11 · 104 0.060 0.0018 0.191 0.146 0.0118

Table 4.6. Variation of the pile diameter: displacement and curvature ductility factors

Case D (m) µY u µUu µUφ
C01 0.8 2.52 5.18 18.82
C00 1.2 2.90 3.97 14.29
C02 1.6 3.16 2.42 6.44
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4.4.3 Longitudinal Reinforcement Ratio Analysis

Analysis Overview

Three cases of longitudinal reinforcement ratio were considered. The number of
rebars and their diameters were varied until the intended steel ratios were reached,
resulting in three pile section layouts, shown in figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6. Section detail of the different pile reinforcement ratios analyzed

Results and Discussion

The longitudinal reinforcement ratio predetermines the ductile response of the
piles. This fact is exemplified in figure 4.7, which shows how an excessive amount
of longitudinal steel reinforcement entails large elastic deformation ranges, forcing
the concrete to reach high levels of stress until it prematurely crushes. When
the amount of longitudinal reinforcement is reduced, the steel yielding strength
is reached sooner, so the bending moment acting on the section ceases its linear
growth and the concrete crush is delayed. This issue becomes very clear when
analyzing case C04 (ρl = 1.5%), where it can clearly be seen how the failure
process suffered an alteration when compared to the reference case. The leading
piles crushed long before the appearance of underground plastic hinges in the
central piles.

As the increase in the amount of rebars in the pile has a negligible effect on the
pile section stiffness, the curvature distributions at the yielding are very similar
for the three cases studied (figure 4.8).

Table 4.7. Variation of the longitudinal reinforcement ratio: capacity curve main values

Case ρl(%) Vmax(kN) E0(kN/m) ∆Ab
Y (m) φAbY (1/r) ∆Und

Y (m) ∆U (m) φU (1/r)

C03 0.5 3.22 · 103 3.54 · 104 0.056 0.0026 0.165 0.359 0.0803
C00 1.0 3.85 · 103 3.64 · 104 0.060 0.0025 0.174 0.238 0.0359
C04 1.5 4.47 · 103 3.72 · 104 0.064 0.0025 0.186 0.208 0.0287
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Table 4.8. Variation of the longitudinal reinforcement ratio: displacement and curvature
ductility factors

Case ρl (%) µY u µUu µUφ
C03 0.5 2.95 6.42 30.88
C00 1.0 2.90 3.97 14.29
C04 1.5 2.91 3.25 11.52
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4.4.4 Transverse Reinforcement Ratio

Analysis Overview

Three different transverse reinforcement ratios were considered with the aim
of studying the influence of concrete confinement on the structural response. The
variation of the spacing and the amount of stirrups provides different values of
the core concrete strength and strain, which can be calculated using Mander et al.
(1988) equations. See chapter 3 (section 3.3.2).

Table 4.9. Confinement values considered for the analysis

Case ρs f ’c (MPa) εy fcu (MPa) εcu

C05 0.5% 33.68 0.0021 13.47 0.009
C00 1.0% 35.35 0.0022 14.14 0.014
C06 1.5% 37.03 0.0023 14.81 0.019

Results and Discussion

The purpose of the confinement is to increase the concrete strength. As can
be seen in table 4.11, figure 4.9 and figure 4.10, the amount of stirrups does not
affect either the yielding state of the structure nor the piles stiffness. In contrast,
the ultimate state is highly influenced by the level of confinement, as the higher
the strength of the core concrete, the greater the displacement levels before the
crushing occurs. In fact, due to a high level of confinement, the ultimate state
in case C06 (ρs = 1.5%) was achieved after the central piles underground region
yielded. This failure response is shared with the one observed in the experimental
test, where a very conservative transverse reinforcement ratio value of 2% was used
when designing the prototype.

Due to the observations stated above, the concrete confinement is one of the
most frequent seismic design strategies followed by engineers, in order to increase
the ductile response of structures.

Table 4.10. Variation of the transverse reinforcement ratio: capacity curve main values

Case ρs(%) Vmax(kN) E0(kN/m) ∆Ab
Y (m) φAbY (1/r) ∆Und

Y (m) ∆U (m) φU (1/r)

C05 0.5 3.72 · 103 3.59 · 104 0.060 0.0025 0.174 0.183 0.0255
C00 1.0 3.85 · 103 3.64 · 104 0.060 0.0025 0.174 0.238 0.0359
C06 1.5 4.47 · 103 3.72 · 104 0.061 0.0025 0.175 0.319 0.0534
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Table 4.11. Variation of the transverse reinforcement ratio: displacement and curvature
ductility factors

Case ρs (%) µY u µUu µUφ
C05 0.5 2.90 3.06 10.12
C00 1.0 2.90 3.97 14.29
C06 1.5 2.87 5.23 21.23
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Figure 4.9. Influence of the transverse reinforcement ratio on both the capacity curve and
the failure mechanism
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4.4.5 External Vertical Load

Analysis Overview

The influence of the external loads on the piles moment-curvature relation
was evaluated through three cases where the axial load magnitude was varied.
The external vertical load was applied on the cap orthocenter and evaluated by
OpenSees as if it were an additional gravitational load. The value of the external
load applied on the cap was expressed as a proportion of the axial force causing the
compressive failure to one pile, multiplied by six piles. This force was programmed
on OpenSees Tcl command script (appendix A) as a function of the concrete
strength f ′c and the confined concrete section area Ac.

Results and Discussion

Compressive forces on the pile are favorable for the yielding states because they
provide a large deformation range at the longitudinal reinforcements. In a similar
way to steel, the concrete avoids early cracking stages as, before suffering tensile
strains, it has to first decompress at those regions subjected to tensile stress. Figure
4.12 illustrates how the first yielding curvature increased with the pile axial force,
making the piles behave stiffer than they actually are. Moreover, as shown in table
4.13, not only the stiffness was increased but also the maximum horizontal pushing
force applied on the cap. However, as shown in figure 4.11, the pre-compression
of the pile sections adversely affects their ultimate limit state, as it causes the
concrete to reach its ultimate compressive strength at lower displacement levels.

An interesting result was observed in case C08 (P = 0.02Pu): the crush of the
leading pile aboveground region occurred before any underground plastic hinge
appeared. Therefore, in order to reduce the axial compressive stress caused by a
specific vertical load, the pile diameter should be increased. However, as it was
proven in section 4.4.2, large diameter values also provide premature ultimate limit
states. Thus, additional action needs to be taken in order to enlarge the ductility
of the foundation, i.e., reducing the longitudinal reinforcement ratio or increasing
the level of confinement.

Table 4.12. Variation of the external vertical load: characteristic values of the capacity
curve

Case P Vmax(kN) E0(kN/m) ∆Ab
Y (m) φAbY (1/r) ∆Und

Y (m) ∆U (m) φU (1/r)

C07 0.05Pu 3.48 · 103 3.22 · 104 0.054 0.0023 0.155 0.387 0.0688

C00 0.10Pu 3.85 · 103 3.64 · 104 0.060 0.0025 0.174 0.238 0.0359

C08 0.20Pu 4.23 · 103 3.94 · 104 0.069 0.0027 0.200 0.154 0.0194
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Table 4.13. Variation of the external vertical load: displacement and curvature ductility
factors

Case P µY u µUu µUφ
C07 0.05Pu 2.87 7.17 29.77
C00 0.10Pu 2.90 3.97 14.29
C08 0.20Pu 2.91 2.23 7.19
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Figure 4.11. Influence of the external vertical load on both the capacity curve and the
failure mechanism
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Figure 4.12. Influence of the external vertical load on the curvature distribution at the
first yielding stage
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4.4.6 External Moment on the Cap

Analysis Overview

During its life, the pier and the superstructure of a bridge are subjected to
loads, which induces external moments on the foundation cap. Besides, slight ro-
tations of the cap were observed during the calibration process, causing the leading
piles to bear a higher proportion of the load than the trailing ones. Therefore, mo-
ments resulting from the loads were included in the parametric analysis to study
the seismic structural behavior under the additional rotations induced by both
positive and negative external moments.

The moment was applied on the cap orthocenter as a proportion of the critical
moment Mcr, which is the one that, when accompanied by the external vertical
load, caused the failure of the pile by either compressive or tensile stress. For
this purpose, an algorithm following EHE-08 (2008) formulation was implemented
using the Tcl command script (appendix A) to calculate the value of the critical
moment. In the first place, the stress level of the piles under the cap self weight
and the external vertical load was evaluated. Subsequently, the additional forces
causing the pile to fail under compressive and tensile stress were calculated. Fi-
nally, the external moment was also determined considering a linear distribution
of the most restrictive of either the tensile or the compressive forces. See figure
4.13 and equation 4.3.

Nu

Nu

Iyy

Ixx

s

M
M

Figure 4.13. Linear distribution of the resultant pile forces caused by the external moment

According to the scheme shown in figure 4.13, the moment on the cap can be
expressed as a function of the pile axial force Nu, the spacing between piles S, the
core concrete section area Ac and the inertia of the piles layout in relation to the
moment axis Iyy.

Mcr =
2NuIyy
SAc

(4.3)
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Results and Discussion

The rotation of the cap in fixed headed pile-cap foundations under high loads
occurs as a result of the concrete cracking at the pile-cap connection together with
the fact that leading piles bear a higher proportion of the total load, due to the
pile shadowing effect (Ooi et al. (2004)). In fact, the rotation of the cap makes
the leading piles suffer an increase in the compression stress, thus, anticipating its
crushing state. Figure 4.15 shows how the rotation of the cap under a negative
moment was partially constrained, resulting in a delay of the ultimate limit state
as well as an anticipation of the yielding states appearance. This is a consequence
of the increase in value experienced by the curvatures under the negative external
moment. The opposite effect was observed when positive moments were applied,
causing a reduction of the curvatures at the leading piles and a delay of the yield-
ing states. This occurs as a result of the high compressive stresses suffered due
to an excessive rotation of the cap. The above mentioned phenomenon can be
understood through the scheme in figure 4.14.

G.L.

M
-M

V

Figure 4.14. Cap rotation and pile deformation scheme

The direction of the external moment slightly influences the yielding displace-
ment states. Nevertheless its effect on the ultimate limit state is of greater impor-
tance. In this sense, 4.15 details how an improvement in the ductile behavior of
the foundation is observed, when subjected to negative moments.

Table 4.14. Variation of the external moment: characteristic values of the capacity curve

Case M Vmax(kN) E0(kN/m) ∆Ab
Y (m) φAbY (1/r) ∆Und

Y (m) ∆U (m) φU (1/r)

C09 -0.2Mcr 3.88 · 103 3.90 · 104 0.053 0.0025 0.166 0.335 0.0600

C00 0.0Mcr 3.85 · 103 3.64 · 104 0.060 0.0025 0.174 0.238 0.0359

C10 0.2Mcr 3.74 · 103 3.27 · 104 0.069 0.0025 0.183 0.194 0.0254
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Table 4.15. Variation of the external moment: displacement and curvature ductility factors

Case M µY u µUu µUφ
C09 -0.2Mcr 3.13 6.32 23.87
C00 0.0Mcr 2.90 3.97 14.29
C10 0.2Mcr 2.65 2.81 10.10
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Figure 4.15. Influence of the external moment on both the capacity curve and the failure
mechanism
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4.4.7 Aboveground Height

Analysis Overview

The raised condition of the cap in elevated RC pile-cap foundations comes
either as a design strategy, to facilitate its construction in deep rivers and the sea,
or as a result of riverbed scour effects. Figure 4.17 illustrates the foundation detail
for the three cases analyzed.

La

C00C11 C12

La
=

4 D

La
=

6 D

=
2 D

Figure 4.17. Pile detail of the different aboveground heights analyzed

Results and Discussion

The aboveground height has a strong influence on the foundation stiffness,
which enabled the model case having small scouring depths, to withstand very large
horizontal forces. However, for a seismic design, a ductile behavior is preferred
so that energy can be dissipated using hysteretic processes. In this way, both
the yielding and the ultimate states occurred at larger displacement levels in the
cases where the foundation had large scouring depths. The reason is that there
was simply more height to develop the necessary curvatures that enabled the cap
displacements. However, under small aboveground heights, short pile segments
were subjected to excessively high curvatures, as shown in figure 4.19. Moreover,
figure 4.18 illustrates how, due to the large curvatures suffered in case C11 (La =
2D), the crush of the concrete occurred at an extremely early stage. Even though
large aboveground heights provide a good seismic response, its behavior under
non-accidental and more frequent loads is not as adequate. Not only the shear
strength capacity is very low in this case, but the slenderness may also cause
second-order instability problems. In addition, a high scouring depth makes the
post-earthquake inspection of the pile underground regions more difficult.

Table 4.16. Variation of aboveground height: characteristic values of the capacity curve

Case La Vmax(kN) E0(kN/m) ∆Ab
Y (m) φAbY (1/r) ∆Und

Y (m) ∆U (m) φU (1/r)

C11 2D 4.99 · 103 5.67 · 104 0.044 0.0025 0.146 0.076 0.0089
C00 4D 3.85 · 103 3.64 · 104 0.060 0.0025 0.174 0.238 0.0359
C12 6D 2.96 · 103 2.38 · 104 0.079 0.0025 0.208 0.321 0.0402
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Table 4.17. Variation of the aboveground height: displacement and curvature ductility
factors

Case La µY u µUu µUφ
C11 2D 3.27 1.74 3.55
C00 4D 2.90 3.97 14.29
C12 6D 2.65 4.09 15.99
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Figure 4.18. Influence of the aboveground height on both the capacity curve and the
failure mechanism
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Figure 4.19. Influence of the aboveground height on the curvature distribution at the first
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4.4.8 Sand Density

Analysis Overview

Different types of sand were studied according to their density: loose, medium
and dense sands. The density of the sand is characterized through three physical
properties: the effective soil weight γ, the relative density Dr and the internal
friction angle ϕ

′
. These three parameters are of major importance when calculating

the variables which define the p-y curves governing the soil finite elements: the
initial subgrade reaction modulus Kh and the coefficients C1, C2 and C3. While the
effective soil weight and relative density were linearly related, a nonlinear relation
had to be established between them and the internal friction angle. Thus, making
use of the API (1993) in table 3.11, a polynomial fitting was performed in order to
obtain a continuous direct correlation between the relative density and the internal
friction angle (figure 4.20).

ϕ' = -26.042Dr4 + 33.565Dr3 + 10.069Dr2 - 0.7672Dr + 28.087
R² = 0.9918
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Figure 4.20. Relation between both the relative density and the internal friction angle

Once the relative density and the internal friction angle had been related,
the p-y curves were calculated for the specific conditions of the three cases of
sand used. On one hand, C1, C2 and C3 coefficients were calculated accurately
using O’Neill and Murchison (1983) equations which, being function of the internal
friction angle, constitute the base of the API graphic tables (3.10) used to calculate
the Ci coefficients. On the other hand, the initial subgrade reaction modulus Kh

was determined using equation 4.4, provided by API (1993), which is function of
the relative density.

Kh = 10.24Dr
2 + 12.50Dr (4.4)
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The set of all the soil parameters used to model the soil response for the three
cases studied are listed in table 4.18.

Table 4.18. Soil response governing parameters

Case Sand γ (kN/m3) Dr ϕ
′

(deg) Kh (kN/m3) C1 C2 C3

C13 Loose 14 0.3 29.46 1268 1.82 2.60 26.95
C00 Medium 16 0.5 32.79 2392 2.45 3.07 40.69
C14 Dense 18 0.7 37.75 3738 3.79 3.92 77.05

Results and Discussion

Both the effective soil weight and the internal friction angle have a direct
influence on the soil ultimate strength, while the relative density, through the
subgrade reaction modulus, is related to the soil stiffness (chapter 3, section 3.3.4).
Therefore, as shown in figure 4.21 and table 4.19, the more dense the soil, the
stronger and stiffer the capacity curve. This fact forced an increase in the pile
curvatures under dense soil, as the sand responded stiffly to the pile pushing forces.
For the same reason, the formation of the underground plastic hinge occurred at
a lower location when piles were embedded in dense soil rather than loose (figure
4.22). This fact complicates the post-earthquake inspection and reparation tasks.
Another consequence related to the stiffness and ultimate strength of the soil was
that, due to the high curvatures existing in dense soil, the piles yielding stages
took less time to occur, while the elastic ranges got shortened.

Regarding the underground yielding state ductility, a slightly smaller factor
was obtained for the dense soil case in comparison to the others, due to the minor
decrease suffered in the elastic range of deformations. Even though the ultimate
state ductility remained nearly constant for all types of soil, the ultimate admissible
displacements were greater for the case of loose sand than for dense sand.

In general terms, it can be concluded that the soil density plays an important
role on the foundation response, despite the fact that it does not modify its ductile
behavior, which depends mainly on the structural characteristics of the foundation.

Table 4.19. Variation of the soil density: characteristic values of the capacity curve

Case Sand Vmax(kN) E0(kN/m) ∆Ab
Y (m) φAbY ∆Und

Y (m) ∆U (m) φU
C13 Loose 3.47 · 103 2.76 · 104 0.071 0.0025 0.213 0.273 0.0371

C00 Medium 3.85 · 103 3.64 · 104 0.060 0.0025 0.174 0.238 0.0359

C14 Dense 4.18 · 103 4.40 · 104 0.054 0.0025 0.151 0.210 0.0340
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Table 4.20. Variation of the soil density: displacement and curvature ductility factors

Case Sand µY u µUu µUφ
C13 Loose 3.00 3.85 14.77
C00 Medium 2.90 3.97 14.29
C14 Dense 2.82 3.93 13.52
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Figure 4.21. Influence of the soil density on both the capacity curve and the failure
mechanism
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Figure 4.22. Influence of the soil density on the curvature distribution at the first yielding
stage
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4.4.9 Multilayered Soil

Analysis Overview

Once the sand density was analyzed, studying the case of a ground formed by
the layering of the different types of soil studied, became an interesting subject.
Being already concluded that the soil density did not have a high influence on the
ductility of elevated pile-cap foundations, the study of multilayered ground took
special relevance for analyzing the location of the underground plastic hinge. Two
different layers of sand, with very different density values, were used so that the
effects resulting from the layered configuration of the soil could be easily detected.
For this purpose, standardized types of loose and dense soils were used, being the
loose one always placed above the dense layer. See figure 4.23.
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H2
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ϒ Dense
Dr Dense

ϕ' Loose

ϒ Loose
Dr Loose

Figure 4.23. Multilayered soil disposition scheme

The thickness of the two layers was gradually modified, resulting in a ground
constitution that varied from a one single dense sand layer (case C14) to one single
loose soil layer (case C13), considering intermediate cases where the thickness
of the loose sand was gradually increased, thus, the dense one decreased. The
application of multilayered analysis was enabled in the Opensees by including a
Tcl command script that allows to include one, two or three different layers in the
model. Thereupon, the equations described in chapter 3 (sections 3.3.4 and 3.4.1),
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for defining the soil behavior, were updated for multilayer soil configurations. The
new equations, listed below, define the p-y curves of a material at a specific depth,
taking into account the physical properties of the different soil layers above it.

The formulation used for the multilayered soil analysis was programmed as
a function of the layers thickness Hi and the distance hi, distance between the
beginning of the above strata and the depth at which actual soil element studied is
located. See figure 4.23. In addition, the different physical properties considered
for each layer are listed in table 4.18. Therefore, the equations introduced in
OpenSees to control the PySimple1 material are listed below:

For the upper soil layer, the soil stiffness and ultimate strength was defined as:

y50 =
Apu

2Kh
looseζmh1

ln

(
1 + 0.5

A

1− 0.5
A

)
(4.5)

Popensees = puhelement (4.6)

where the ultimate strength was calculated as:

pu = min [pus, pud] (4.7)

pus = (C1
looseh1 + C2

looseD)γlooseh1 (4.8)

pud = C3
looseDγlooseh1 (4.9)

For the lower soil layer, the soil stiffness and ultimate strength was defined as:

y50 =
Apu

2Kh
looseH1 +Kh

denseh2ζm
ln

(
1 + 0.5

A

1− 0.5
A

)
(4.10)

Popensees = puhelement (4.11)

where the ultimate strength was calculated as:

pu = min [pus, pud] (4.12)
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pus = (C1
looseH1

2 + C2
looseDH1)γ

loose + (C1
denseh2

2 + C2
denseDh2)γ

dense (4.13)

pud = ((C3
looseγlooseH1) + (C3

denseγdenseh2))D (4.14)

Results and Discussion

The structural response observed in the capacity curves (figure 4.24) and the
curvature distributions (figure 4.25) were both coherent with the previous studies
regarding the influence of the sand density (section 4.4.8). Both the maximum
admissible horizontal force and the foundation stiffness decreased with the sand
density, while the curvature values experienced an increase when the sand density
was reduced. The ductility factor results were also coherent, as they remained
relatively constant, despite the variations observed on the yielding and crushing
displacement levels (section 4.22).

Table 4.21. Variation of the soil layers disposition: characteristic values of the capacity
curve

Case %Loose Vmax(kN) E0(kN/m) ∆Ab
Y (m) φAbY ∆Und

Y (m) ∆U (m) φU
C14 0% 4.18 · 103 4.40 · 104 0.054 0.0025 0.151 0.210 0.0340
C15 4% 3.82 · 103 3.78 · 104 0.059 0.0025 0.162 0.237 0.0360
C16 12% 3.57 · 103 3.15 · 104 0.066 0.0018 0.183 0.258 0.0363
C17 20% 3.51 · 103 2.89 · 104 0.070 0.0040 0.205 0.271 0.0372
C18 30% 3.50 · 103 2.79 · 104 0.071 0.0025 0.211 0.271 0.0369
C19 50% 3.50 · 103 2.78 · 104 0.071 0.0018 0.212 0.271 0.0370
C20 70% 3.50 · 103 2.77 · 104 0.071 0.0025 0.212 0.271 0.0370
C13 100% 3.47 · 103 2.76 · 104 0.071 0.0025 0.213 0.273 0.0371

Table 4.22. Variation of the soil layers disposition: displacement and curvature ductility
factors

Case %Soil µY u µUu µUφ
C14 0%Loose 100%Dense 2.82 3.93 13.52
C15 4%Loose 96%Dense 2.76 4.05 14.34
C16 12%Loose 88%Dense 2.77 3.91 14.43
C17 20%Loose 80%Dense 2.94 3.89 14.81
C18 30%Loose 70%Dense 2.97 3.81 14.66
C19 50%Loose 50%Dense 2.98 3.81 14.73
C20 70%Loose 30%Dense 2.99 3.81 14.72
C13 100%Loose 0%Dense 3.00 3.85 14.77
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Figure 4.24. Influence of the soil layers disposition on both the capacity curve and the
failure mechanism
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Figure 4.25. Influence of the soil layers disposition on the curvature distribution at the
first yield stage

The analysis of the gradual increase in thickness of the loose sand in relation to
a similar decrease in thickness of the dense sand, allowed an in-depth observation
of the evolution in the foundation behavior under the whole range of possible layers
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thicknesses. In accordance to the results, it seemed very clear how the sand located
within the interval that goes from the underground plastic hinge surroundings to
the surface, has a great influence on the foundation response.

As shown in table 4.22 and figure 4.26, the maximum horizontal recorded
pushing force experienced a drastic reduction, moving from an unilayered and
dense sand case to situations were the 20-30% of the total depth were entirely
constituted by loose soil. In fact, these percentages of thickness correspond to
6-9 m depth, which coincides whit the approximate location of the underground
plastic hinge. Figure 4.25 illustrates it.

A similar phenomenon was observed in 4.27 in relation to the foundation global
stiffness. Due to a higher strength and stiffness of its p-y constitutive relation, the
dense soil forced big curvatures to occur, up to the moment at which the loose soil
layer would reach the plastic hinge depth. On the contrary, soft soil enabled smaller
pile curvatures, together with a decrease in the height location of the underground
plastic hinge (4.25).
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Figure 4.26. Evolution of the maximum
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Figure 4.27. Evolution of the foundation
initial global stiffness

The displacement levels related to the yielding and the ultimate states, also ex-
perienced important fluctuations until the underground plastic hinge was reached
by the upper loose soil layer. However, figure 4.28 shows how the first yielding
stage, at the pile-cap connection regions, is not as sensitive to the layer configu-
ration of the soil as both the underground yielding and ultimate limit states. The
reason for this peculiarity was that the cap did not experience significant rotations
until the first yield occurred. It can therefore be concluded that a non-rotating
cap minimizes the effect of the soil over the yielding states.

Regarding the ductility factor distribution through all the cases of multilay-
ered soil, unexpected peak values were observed at those cases were the loose soil
existed only at shallow depths. Initially, the peak values seem not to make much
sense, as the one corresponding to the ultimate limit state is a maximum, while
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the underground yielding state one is a minimum (4.29). However upon review,
these peaks were justified, as it can be deducted after comparing the results ob-
served at the multilayered soil analysis with the ones obtained when studying the
influence of the piles aboveground height 4.4.7. At situations where the soft layers
had not yet reached the plastic hinge depths, the influence that this very thin
shallow layers have on the ductility was almost negligible in comparison with the
dense soil underneath. Therefore, the pile-cap foundation behaved as if having a
higher aboveground height, due to the thickness of the shallow loose sand layer
not contributing to the lateral resistance of the soil.
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4.5 Ductility Factor Results Overview

After analyzing the foundation ductile behavior of each of the single cases stud-
ied through the parametric analysis, all the ductility factor values were analyzed.
The purpose of this global study was to draw conclusions related to the sensitiv-
ity of the seismic response to different physical and mechanical properties of the
foundation. Therefore, regarding the ductility criteria taken into consideration,
the following conclusions were reached:

� Underground yielding state displacement ductility factor µY u (figure 4.30):
The values remained relatively constant within a small variation range. How-
ever, this slight fluctuations tended to vary inversely with the ultimate state
ductility factors, as an increase in the ductility is usually accompanied by a
reduction of the global stiffness, hence, a shortening of the elastic range of
deformations.

� Ultimate state displacement ductility factor µUu (figure 4.30): Ductility
results were strongly influenced by the pile diameter, the reinforcement ratios
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and the presence of external loads on the foundation. However, the external
vertical load was the most decisive parameter on the structure ductility, due
to the premature concrete crush caused by the axial compressive forces on
the piles.

� Ultimate state curvature ductility factor µUφ (figure 4.31): The resulting
coefficients presented a distribution of values similar to the ones at the ulti-
mate state displacement ductility. As the values of the ultimate curvatures
were extremely high in comparison with the yielding ones, great magnitudes
were reached.
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Figure 4.30. Displacement ductility factors of the the cases parametrically analyzed
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Figure 4.31. Curvature ductility factors of the the cases parametrically analyzed

Aiming to provide a first reference when designing an elevated pile-cap foun-
dation, both the mean and standard deviation were calculated, and listed in table
4.23, for each of the ductility factors studied.
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Table 4.23. Mean and standard deviation of the ductility factors

Ductility factor Mean value Standard deviation

Underground yielding state Displacement ductility 2.90 0.15
Aboveground ultimate state Displacement ductility 4.08 1.49
Aboveground ultimate state Curvature ductility 15.33 7.40

A nonlinear correlation between the displacement and curvature ductility sam-
ples was established through equation 4.15. As can be noticed in figure 4.32, where
the correlation between the data and the curve is represented, the equation is not
perfectly adjusted to the obtained data (R=0.9642) but it can serve for the purpose
of providing an approximate value that relates both displacement and curvature
ductilities.

µUφ = 2.0599µUu
1.4055 (4.15)
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5.1 Conclusions

Reinforced concrete elevated pile-cap foundations are a special type of founda-
tion formed by a group of partially embedded piles connected to an aboveground
stayed cap while embedded in soil. Therefore, when subjected to ground motions,
the piles suffer large curvatures, making it difficult to satisfy the capacity pro-
tection principle suggested by most design codes, which pays special attention to
ensuring an elastic response of the foundations under seismic actions.

Aiming to analyze the nonlinear behavior of elevated pile-cap foundations in
detail, a experimental test was performed so that its results were used at a later
stage for the calibration of a numerical model. This enabled a posterior in-depth
analysis of the seismic nonlinear response of this kind of foundations.

The test was performed on a 2x3 pile configuration specimen of elevated pile-
cap foundation, a common configuration used in design. In the first place, a
prototype was built and introduced in the central area of a container filled with
soil. Subsequently, the specimen was subjected to a quasi-static displacement-
based cyclic force applied on the cap until reaching a final displacement of 260
mm. Finally, the state of damage at the piles was analyzed, which allowed to
define what were the critical phases of the failure mechanism and the backbone of
the hysteretic curve.

Once the elevated pile-cap prototype seismic response was characterized, a
model in Mazzoni et al. (1999) was built so the conditions of the experimental test
could be accurately simulated, providing a reliable numerical model for analyzing
the seismic response of elevated pile-cap foundations. Among the different issues
confronted during the simulation of the foundation, the calibration of the pile
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shadowing effect (Brown and Reese (1988)), which causes a redistribution of the
load on each pile, was the most complicated task. The difficulty came from the
inability of the model to constantly swap the corresponding pile effect multiplier
values of leading and rear piles, according to the changes on the loading direction
that do usually characterize the cyclic analysis. Therefore, the cyclic loading
testing was substituted by a numerical pushover analysis which, taking the slight
reduction of the steel ultimate strength that would actually be suffered in the real
model, was proven to accurately simulate the test results. In addition, the steel
material used for the pile elements was also calibrated in order to take into account
its cyclic strength reduction as well.

The calibration of the numerical led to the following:

� The match between the test backbone curve and the model capacity curve
was successfully accomplished.

� The prediction of the plastic hinge locations was acceptable. Although the
position of the model underground plastic hinge was not located at the same
exact place as the one observed during the test, both test and model damage
regions were partially congruent.

� The calibration of the yielding limit states was adequate, as a high level of
agreement existed between empirical and numerical-based results.

� The calibration of the section ultimate limit state was satisfactory. Although
the level of agreement was not perfect, the numerical model remained within
the security range of requirements, thus providing a slightly conservative
result in comparison with the test (3.4.4).

The existent match between the model and the test results permitted a reliable
numerical model to be reached. This model was used to perform a parametric
analysis on the sensitivity of RC elevated pile-cap foundations when subjected to
variations of its piles diameter, its reinforcement ratios, external loads, soil density
and multilayer configurations.

� Pile diameter: Slender piles have a better nonlinear performance against
earthquake, due to their great ductility, in comparison with highly stiff piles.
However, the capacity of slender piles for resisting non-accidental as well as
more frequent loads can be compromised.

� Longitudinal reinforcement: High values of longitudinal reinforcement ratio
entail great elastic ranges of deformations, forcing the concrete to reach high
levels of stress up to the appearance of a premature crushing occurs.
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� Transverse reinforcement: High concrete confinements enlarge the plastic
deformation ranges without causing negative effects in other properties that
have a strong relation with the behavior of the structure. Thereupon, this
strategy is followed in most engineering seismic designs processes.

� External vertical load: External loads imply additional compressive stresses
on the pile sections, causing them to crush at extremely early stages, despite
the delay of the yielding states.

� External moment: The direction of the external moment has an important
influence on the cap rotation. Therefore, when the cap rotation is con-
strained, due to a negative moment, improvements in the ductile behavior
of the structure are noticed.

� Aboveground height: Despite high aboveground heights provide a better
seismic response, when considering situations of non-accidental and more
frequent loads the structure response is not as adequate. The reason is that
their piles shear strength capacity is very low and their slenderness may
cause second-order instability problems.

� Sand density: Soil density plays an important role on the maximum admis-
sible force, the global stiffness and foundation yielding stages. However, the
soil density does not influence the ductile behavior of the foundation, which
depends mainly on the structural characteristics.

� Multilayered soil: The soil layer which has a greater impact on the founda-
tion seismic response is the one located around the area where the under-
ground plastic hinge is located, as this is the region subjected to the highest
curvatures.

On one hand, it can be concluded that ductility factors are highly conditioned
by the pile diameter as well as the reinforcement ratios and the external loads or the
aboveground height. However, the external vertical load appeared to be the most
decisive parameter to condition the ductility of the structure. On the other hand,
parameters related to the soil, such as sand density and multilayer configurations,
seem to not take relevant part in changes of ductility at the foundation.

Both displacement and curvature ductility factors are summarized in table 5.1
and figure 5.1. A range of ductility factors are provided so that it can be used
as a reference for seismic design. This way, the ultimate displacement value for
elevated pile-cap foundation designs can be obtained through multiplying the duc-
tility factors proposed by the yielding displacement results, which can be obtained
just by making an elastic linear analysis.
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Table 5.1. Ductility factors related to both the underground yielding and the ultimate
states

Diameter
Case ρl (%m) µY u µUu µUφ
C01 0.5 2.95 6.42 30.88
C00 1.0 2.90 3.97 14.29
C02 1.5 2.91 3.25 11.52

Longitudinal Reinforcement Ratio
Case ρl (%) µY u µUu µUφ
C03 0.5 2.95 6.42 30.88
C00 1.0 2.90 3.97 14.29
C04 1.5 2.91 3.25 11.52

Transverse Reinforcement Ratio
Case ρs (%) µY u µUu µUφ
C05 0.5 2.90 3.06 10.12
C00 1.0 2.90 3.97 14.29
C06 1.5 2.87 5.23 21.23

External Vertical Load
Case P µY u µUu µUφ
C07 0.05Pu 2.90 3.06 10.12
C00 0.10Pu 2.90 3.97 14.29
C08 0.20Pu 2.87 5.23 21.23

External Moment
Case M µY u µUu µUφ
C09 -0.2Mcr 3.13 6.32 23.87
C00 0.0Mcr 2.90 3.97 14.29
C10 0.2Mcr 2.65 2.81 10.10

Aboveground height
Case La µY u µUu µUφ
C11 2D 3.27 1.74 3.55
C00 4D 2.90 3.97 14.29
C12 6D 2.65 4.09 15.99

Soil Density
Case Sand µY u µUu µUφ
C13 Loose 3.00 3.85 14.77
C00 Medium 2.90 3.97 14.29
C14 Dense 2.82 3.93 13.52

Multilayered Soil
Case %Soil µY u µUu µUφ
C14 0%Loose 100%Dense 2.82 3.93 13.52
C15 4%Loose 96%Dense 2.76 4.05 14.34
C16 12%Loose 88%Dense 2.77 3.91 14.43
C17 20%Loose 80%Dense 2.94 3.89 14.81
C18 30%Loose 70%Dense 2.97 3.81 14.66
C19 50%Loose 50%Dense 2.98 3.81 14.73
C20 70%Loose 30%Dense 2.99 3.81 14.72
C13 100%Loose 0%Dense 3.00 3.85 14.77
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 Underground Yielding State ~ Displacement Ductility Factor
Aboveground Ultimate State ~ Displacement Ductility Factor
Aboveground Ultimate State ~ Curvature Ductility Factor

Figure 5.1. Ductility factors of the the cases parametrically analyzed

5.2 Applications

The conclusions of this research can be applied either on future researches
or in design processes. The main contributions made to the research field are
summarized below:

� A stable parametric model has been built in Mazzoni et al. (1999) frame-
work. This model enables users to analyze 3x2 configurations of elevated
RC pile-cap foundations, regardless of the geometric dimensions, the ma-
terial geometric characteristics and the properties of the soil at which the
foundation is embedded. The model can be subjected to either cyclic or
pushover analysis. The Opensees Tcl command scripts are included in ap-
pendix A.

� It has been proven that the pushover method can accurately simulate the
response obtained from experimental test cyclic analysis if a reduction of the
reinforcing steel ultimate strength is taken into account. This fact enables
the use of common values of p-multiplier, like the ones originally proposed
by Brown and Reese (1988).

� The following particular characteristics of the seismic response of elevated
pile-cap foundations, have been precisely described: variation of axial load,
rotation of the cap, moment and curvature distributions, capacity curve and
failure mechanism.

The main contributions made to the design field are summarized below:

� The influence that different geometric and mechanical characteristics of the
pile, as well as properties of the soil, have on the seismic behavior of the
foundation, are explained in detail.
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� A range of ductility factors are provided to be used in design. They come
from the analysis made to determine how the different parameters of the
foundation do influence in the overall response of the structure.

� Mean values and standard deviations regarding the ductility of elevated
RC pile-cap foundations are given. They can be used for providing a first
structure behavior reference, when designing a foundation of this kind.

5.3 Future Work

In a near future, a greater amount of parametric cases will be analyzed in
order to obtain big samples of ductility factors. This would enable the statistical
inference of ductility data.

Future works related to 3x2 configurations of elevated pile-cap foundations
should be focused on making a more detailed calibration of the position of the
underground plastic hinge. For this purpose, the following recommendations are
made:

� To plot new p-y curves based on the calibration of the force-displacement
relationship observed on the laboratory test, according to the stress-strain
results of triaxial laboratory tests. This way, the soil stiffness at shallow
depths, when fixed-headed piles are used, would be taken strengthened.
This represents an advance over the API (1993) code, which undervalue
this important factor.

� To make use of t-z and Q-z constitutive relations to apply on zeroLength ele-
ments joined to the soil. This methodology implies a change in the boundary
conditions of the model, enabling an accurate approach of the model to the
real position of the underground plastic hinge. However, it is complicated
to calibrate these materials and some unexpected structural responses may
occur when using them, i.e., slight rotations of the whole foundation as a
rigid body.

Professor Ye and her research group at Tongji University Bridge Department
are still making big effort for improving this line of studies regarding elevated RC
pile-cap foundations. Their current research is now focused on the seismic behavior
that elevated pile-cap foundation have under the liquefaction of sand. Tests on this
topic will be directed by Professor Ye with the supervision of the Ph.D. candidate
X. Wang, during the following months, July and August of 2015.
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1 # ************************************************** ******************
2 # * TONGJI UNIVERSITY & TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY OF MADRID *
3 # * Guillermo Blanco Fernandez Email: guillebf@hotmail.com *
4 # * 2014 *
5 # ************************************************** ******************

6

7 wipe;
8

9 # =====================================
10 # Start Model Generation
11 # =====================================
12 puts "Elevated Pile-cap Foundation Analysis"
13 puts "Units: m; ton; sec; kN; kPa"
14 puts "CREATING MODEL......"
15

16 ## ===================================================================================
17 ## MODEL BUILDER
18 ## == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == ==
19

20 puts "MODEL BUILDER"
21 model basic -ndm 3 -ndf 6; #3 Dimensions -6 dgf
22

23 ## ===================================================================================
24 ## ANALYSIS TYPE
25 ## == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == ==
26

27 #PUSHOVER:If you want to perform Pushover analysis -----> " set Analysis 1"
28 #CYCLIC:If you want to perform Cyclic (full cycle) analysis -----> "set Analysis 2"
29

30 set Analysis 1;
31

32 ## ===================================================================================
33 ## GENERAL PARAMETERS
34 ## == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == ==
35

36 puts "GENERAL PARAMETERS"
37

38 #Set variables
39

40 #Auxiliar variables
41 puts "Auxiliar variables"
42 set pi [expr acos(-1)]; #Pi number
43 set g 9.81; #Gravity acceleration [m/s2]
44 set res 1e-5; #Residual value
45

46 #Steel Material
47 set fsy 335000; #Yield strength [KN/m2]
48 set fyu 440000; #Ultimate maximun strength [KN/m2]
49 set fyh 235000; #Yield strength of the stirrups
50 set Es 1.91e8; #Initial elastic tangent [KN/m2]
51 set Esh 5e6; #Initial hardening tangent [KN/m2]
52 set esh 0.024; #Strain at the initial hardening
53 set esu 0.15; #Strain at the maximun strength
54 set Cf 0.26; #Ductility factor (Coffin-Manson fatigue coefficient)
55 set alpha 0.506; #Cycles to collaps factor (Coffin-Manson fatigue coeffici ent)
56 set Cd 0.161; #Resistance reduction factor (Fatigue coefficient)
57 set lsr 6.0;
58 set beta 1.0;
59 set r 0.8;
60 set gama 0.8;
61

62 #Concrete Material
63 puts "Concrete Material variables"
64 set ps 0.05; #Transverse Steel Ratio
65 set fpcore 33810; #Compressive strength of the confined concrete [KN/m2]
66 set fpucore [expr 0.4*$fpcore]; #Ultimate confined concrete strength [KN/m2]
67 set eccore 0.0022; #Compressive strain of the confined concrete
68 set ecucore 0.0141; #Ultimate confined concrete strain
69 set fpcover 29113; #Compressive strength of the cover concrete [KN/m2]
70 set fpucover [expr 0.4*$fpcover]; #Ultimate cover concrete strength [KN/m2]
71 set eccover 0.002; #Compressive strain of the cover concrete
72 set ecucover 0.006; #Ultimate cover concrete strain
73 set densC 2.548; #Concrete's density [Ton/m3]
74

75 #Pile
76 puts "Pile variables"
77 set D 0.15; #Diameter of the pile [m]
78 set h 0.1; #Length of ELEMENTS [m]
79 set Ld [expr 3.7]; #Embedded deep (Lenght of pile under the soil) [m]
80 set La [expr 0.8]; #Above ground height (Lenght of pile over the soil) [m]

 2015/06/12 19:11:49 Imprimir.py

 (1/9)
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81 set L [expr ($Ld+$La)]; #Total lenght of the piles [m]
82 set n [expr int(double($L)/$h)]; #Nº of nodes/pile
83 set nd [expr int(double($Ld)/$h)]; #Nº of nodes/embedded deep
84 set SoilIncr [expr 1*$h]; #Distance between soil nodes as function of h
85 set bx [expr 3*$D]; #Distance from pile to pile in X global direction [m]
86 set by [expr 1.5*$D]; #Distance from pile to pile in Y global direction [m]
87 set m [expr (($D**2)*$h*$densC)]; #Mass of element [Ton]
88 set NPiles 6; #Number of piles
89

90 #Pile section
91 puts "Pile Section variables"
92 set TypeSection 0; #Circular Section=0 ; Square Section=1;
93 set cover 0.02; #Cover for the rebars [m]
94 set Rcover [expr $D*0.5]; #Cover concrete radius [m]
95 set Rcore [expr ($Rcover-$cover)]; #Core concrete eadius [m]
96 set pl 0.02; #Longitudinal compression ratio
97 set Ac [expr ($pi*$Rcore**2)]; #Concrete area (only core is considered) [m2]
98 set Asn [expr $Ac*$pl]; #Reinforcing aproximate steel area that we want [m2]
99 set Db 12; #Diameter of steel bar to be used (12mm) [mm]

100 set Ab 1.13e-4; #Reinforcing bar area [m2]
101 set nbar 4; #Nº of reinforcing bars
102

103 #Cap
104 puts "Cap variables"
105 set Cx [expr 9.67*$D]; #Wide of the cap in X dimension
106 set Cy [expr 6.67*$D]; #Wide of the cap in X dimension
107 set Cz [expr 4*$D]; #Height of the cap [m]
108 set mC [expr $Cx*$Cy*$Cz*$densC]; #Mass of cap [Ton]
109 set mV 0; #Aditional mass added over the Cap (bricks)
110

111 #Soil
112 set A 0.9;#(0.9 is value recomended)#Factor to account for cyclic or s tatic loading condition
113 set SoilType 2; #SoilTyoe (1=clay ; 2=sand)
114 set Cdrag 0.3; #Drag variable
115 set c 0; #Damping coefficient of soil
116 set ya 1; #Displacement adjust coefficient from calibration
117 #Top Layer
118 set LTop [expr 0.1*$Ld]; #Thickness of the top layer (CHANGE IT TO DESIRED THICKNESS)
119 set CTop1 1.82361204084245; #Coefficient C1 (ATC32 recomendation)
120 set CTop2 2.59539789906208; #Coefficient C2 (ATC32 recomendation)
121 set CTop3 26.9516377220987; #Coefficient C3 (ATC32 recomendation)
122 set densSTop 14; #Soil's density [KN/m3]
123 set KTop 1268.2900242; #Initial modulus of subgrade reaction [KN/m](ATC32 recome ndation)
124 #Middle Layer
125 set LMid [expr 0.9*$Ld]; #Thickness of the top layer (CHANGE IT TO DESIRED THICKNESS)
126 set CMid1 3.78645048937725; #Coefficient C1 (ATC32 recomendation)
127 set CMid2 3.91677606869464; #Coefficient C2 (ATC32 recomendation)
128 set CMid3 77.0504599973626; #Coefficient C3 (ATC32 recomendation)
129 set densSMid 18; #Soil's density [KN/m3]
130 set KMid 3737.6747842; #Initial modulus of subgrade reaction [KN/m](ATC32 recome ndation)
131 #Lower Layer
132 set LLow 0; #Thickness of the lower layer (CHANGE IT TO DESIRED THICKNES S)
133 set CLow1 1.911704; #Coefficient C1 (ATC32 recomendation)
134 set CLow2 2.666665; #Coefficient C2 (ATC32 recomendation)
135 set CLow3 28.74512; #Coefficient C3 (ATC32 recomendation)
136 set densSLow 16; #Soil's density [KN/m3]
137 set KLow 2090.07; #Initial modulus of subgrade reaction [KN/m](ATC32 recome ndation)
138

139 #Pile Effect
140 set fLeading 0.8; #Leading Pile Effect multiplier
141 set fCenter 0.4; #Center Pile Effect multiplier
142 set fRear 0.3; #Rear Pile Effect multiplier
143

144 ## ====================================================================================
145 ## NODE DEFINITION
146 ## == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == ==
147

148 puts "NODE DEFINITION"
149

150 #COORDINATES OF PILE AND SOIL NODES
151 puts "Piles and soil nodes definition"
152

153 set soilcounter 0; #Numeric counter to add nodes in soil
154

155 for {set i 1} {$i <= 6} {incr i 1} {
156 if {$i == 1} {
157 set x [expr $bx]; #Leading Pile
158 set y [expr -$by]; #Leading Pile
159 }
160 if {$i == 2} {
161 set x [expr $bx]; #Leading Pile
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243 for {set i 1} {$i <= 6} {incr i 1} {
244 fix [expr int(($i-1)*($n+1)+1)] 1 1 1 0 0 0;
245 #Only the ground base of the piles are constrained in X,Y,Z di rections
246 }
247

248 puts "SOIL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS"
249

250 for {set i [expr int(6*($n+1)+1)]} {$i <= [expr int($soilcounter+6*($n+1))]} {incr i 1} {
251 fix $i 1 1 1 1 1 1; #Bowndary of soil nodes (totaly constrained because the soi l doesn't move)
252 }
253

254 ## ============================================================================
255 ## MARERIALS
256 ## == == == == == == == == == == == == == == == =
257

258 puts "MARERIALS"
259

260 #CONFINED CONCRETE
261 puts "Confined concrete"
262 set IDcore 1
263 uniaxialMaterial Concrete01 $IDcore -$fpcore -$eccore -$fpucore -$ecucore;
264 #Concrete strain and stress is negative in Opensees
265

266 #COVER CONCRETE
267 puts "Cover concrete"
268 set IDcover 2
269 uniaxialMaterial Concrete01 $IDcover -$fpcover -$eccover -$fpucover -$ecucover;
270 #Concrete strain and stress is negative in Opensees
271

272 #REINFORCING STEEL
273 puts "Reinforcing steal"
274 set IDsteel 3;
275

276 #Pushover uses Reinforcing Steel Material
277 #Cyclic uses Parallel Material for a better convergence
278

279 #PUSHOVER: Reinforcing Steel Material
280 if {$Analysis == 1} {
281 uniaxialMaterial ReinforcingSteel $IDsteel $fsy $fyu $Es $Esh $esh $esu -GABuck $lsr $beta $r $gama -CMFatigue $Cf $alpha $

Cd;
282 };
283

284 #CYCLIC: Parallel Material=Histeretic+Steel02
285 if {$Analysis == 2} {
286 # Hysteretic material
287 #-------------------------------------------------- ------------
288 set IDmat1 4;
289 set s1p 167500;
290 set e1p 0.001750;
291 set s2p 302500;
292 set e2p 0.15;
293 set s3p 302500;
294 set e3p 0.20;
295 set s1n -$s1p;
296 set e1n -$e1p;
297 set s2n -$s2p;
298 set e2n -$e2p;
299 set s3n -$s3p;
300 set e3n -$e3p;
301 set pinchX 1.0;
302 set pinchY 1.0;
303 set damage1 0.012;
304 set damage2 0;
305 set betaHy 0;
306

307 uniaxialMaterial Hysteretic $IDmat1 $s1p $e1p $s2p $e2p $s3p $e3p $s1n $e1n $s2n $e2n $s3n $e3n $pinchX $pinchY $damage1 $

damage2 $betaHy;
308

309 #Steel02
310 #-------------------------------------------------- ------------
311 set IDmat2 5;
312 set Fy 167.5e3; # STEEL yield stress
313 set Es 0.955e8; # modulus of steel
314 set Bs 0; # strain-hardening ratio
315 set R0 20; # control the transition from elastic to plastic branches
316 set cR1 0.925; # control the transition from elastic to plastic branches
317 set cR2 0.15;
318 set a1 0;
319 set a2 1;
320 set a3 0;
321 set a4 1;
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322

323 uniaxialMaterial Steel02 $IDmat2 $Fy $Es $Bs $R0 $cR1 $cR2 $a1 $a2 $a3 $a4;
324

325 #Parallel Material
326 #-------------------------------------------------- ------------
327 uniaxialMaterial Parallel $IDsteel $IDmat1 $IDmat2;
328 }
329

330

331 #SOIL
332 puts "Soil"
333

334 set IDSoilmat 10;
335

336 #Material for the intermediate soil nodes: [uniaxialMater ial PySimple1 $Tagmat $SoilType $Pu $dy $Cdrag $c]
337

338 for {set i 0} {$i <= [expr int($Soilnodes-1)]} {incr i 1} {
339 set H [expr ($Ld-($h+$i*$SoilIncr))]; #Depth of the node
340 if {$H > 0} {
341

342 #Lower Layer of Soil
343 if {$H > [expr ($LTop+$LMid)]} {
344 set hlay [expr ($H-$LTop+$LMid)];
345 set pus [expr {(($CLow1*$hlay**2+$CLow2*$D*$hlay)+($CMid1*$LMid**2+$CMid2*$D*$LMid)+($CTop1*$LTop**2+$CTop2*$D*$

LTop))*$densS}];
346 set pud [expr {($CLow3*$hlay+*$CMid3*$HMid+$CTop3*$LTop)*$D*$densS}];#Ultimate distributed load for deep soil
347

348 if {$pus <= $pud} {
349 set dy [expr $ya*($A*$pus*log(double(1+double(0.5)/$A)/(1-double(0.5)/$A))/double(2*($KLow*$hlay+$KMid*$LMid+$KTop*$

LTop)))]; #Displacement under 50%
350

351 if {$H < $SoilIncr} {
352 set Pu [expr $pus*($H+0.5*$SoilIncr)]; #Ultimate distributed load on soil next to surface
353 } else {
354 set Pu [expr $pus*$SoilIncr]; #Ultimate distributed load if shallow depth
355 }
356 } else {
357 set dy [expr $ya*($A*$pud*log(double(1+double(0.5)/$A)/(1-double(0.5)/$A))/double(2*($KLow*$hlay+$KMid*$LMid+$KTop*$

LTop)))]; #Displacement under 50%
358

359 if {$H == [expr ($Ld-$h)]} {
360 set Pu [expr $pud*($h+.5*$SoilIncr)]; #Ultimate distributed load on soil next to the base
361 } else {
362 set Pu [expr $pud*$SoilIncr]; #Ultimate distributed load if deep depth
363 }
364 }
365 }
366

367 if {$H <= [expr ($LTop+$LMid)]} {
368

369 #Middle Layer of Soil
370 if {$H > $LTop} {
371 set hlay [expr ($H-$LTop)];
372 set pus [expr {(($CMid1*$hlay**2+$CMid2*$D*$hlay)+($CTop1*$LTop**2+$CTop2*$D*$LTop))*$densS}];
373 set pud [expr {($CMid3*$hlay+$CTop3*$LTop)*$D*$densS}]; #Ultimate distributed load for deep soil
374

375 if {$pus <= $pud} {
376 set dy [expr $ya*($A*$pus*log(double(1+double(0.5)/$A)/(1-double(0.5)/$A))/double(2*($KMid*$hlay+$KTop*$LTop)))];
377

378 if {$H < $SoilIncr} {
379 set Pu [expr $pus*($H+0.5*$SoilIncr)]; #Ultimate distributed load on soil next to surface
380 } else {
381 set Pu [expr $pus*$SoilIncr]; #Ultimate distributed load if shallow depth
382 }
383 } else {
384 set dy [expr $ya*($A*$pud*log(double(1+double(0.5)/$A)/(1-double(0.5)/$A))/double(2*($KMid*$hlay+$KTop*$LTop)))];
385

386 if {$H == [expr ($Ld-$h)]} {
387 set Pu [expr $pud*($h+.5*$SoilIncr)]; #Ultimate distributed load on soil next to the base
388 } else {
389 set Pu [expr $pud*$SoilIncr]; #Ultimate distributed load if deep depth
390 }
391 }
392 }
393 #Top Layer of Soil
394 if {$H <= $LTop} {
395 set pus [expr {($CTop1*$H+$CTop2*$D)*$densS*$H}]; #Ultimate distributed load for shallow soil
396 set pud [expr {$CTop3*$D*$densS*$H}]; #Ultimate distributed load for deep soil
397

398 if {$pus <= $pud} {
399 set dy [expr $ya*($A*$pus*log(double(1+double(0.5)/$A)/(1-double(0.5)/$A))/double(2*$KTop*$H))];#Displacement
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under 50%
400

401 if {$H < $SoilIncr} {
402 set Pu [expr $pus*($H+0.5*$SoilIncr)]; #Ultimate distributed load on soil next to surface
403 } else {
404 set Pu [expr $pus*$SoilIncr]; #Ultimate distributed load if shallow depth
405 }
406 } else {
407 set dy [expr $ya*($A*$pud*log(double(1+double(0.5)/$A)/(1-double(0.5)/$A))/double(2*$KTop*$H))];#Displacement

under 50%
408

409 if {$H == [expr ($Ld-$h)]} {
410 set Pu [expr $pud*($h+.5*$SoilIncr)]; #Ultimate distributed load on soil next to the base
411 } else {
412 set Pu [expr $pud*$SoilIncr]; #Ultimate distributed load if deep depth
413 }
414 }
415 }
416 }
417

418 } else {
419 set H 0; #Conditional algorithm to avoid residual negative numbers close to zero
420 set pus [expr {($CTop1*0.25*$SoilIncr+$CTop2*$D)*$densSTop*0.25*$SoilIncr}]; #Ultimate distributed load in

ground
421 set pud [expr $pus*5];
422 set dy [expr $ya*($A*$pus*log(double(1+double(0.5)/$A)/(1-double(0.5)/$A))/double(2*$KTop*0.25*$SoilIncr))];
423 }
424

425 #Leading Piles:
426 set PuLeading [expr $fLeading*$Pu]; #Ultimate puntual load on leading Pile
427 set dyLeading [expr $dy/double($fLeading)]; #Displacement under 50% on leading piles
428 uniaxialMaterial PySimple1 [expr int($i+1+$IDSoilmat)] $SoilType $PuLeading $dyLeading $Cdrag $c; #Create the

material
429

430 #Center Piles:
431 set PuCenter [expr $fCenter*$Pu]; #Ultimate puntual load on leading Pile
432 set dyCenter [expr $dy/double($fCenter)]; #Displacement under 50% on leading piles
433 uniaxialMaterial PySimple1 [expr int($i+1+$Soilnodes+$IDSoilmat)] $SoilType $PuCenter $dyCenter $Cdrag $c; #Create

material
434

435 #Rear Piles:
436 set PuRear [expr $fRear*$Pu]; #Ultimate puntual load on leading Pile
437 set dyRear [expr $dy/double($fRear)]; #Displacement under 50% on leading piles
438 uniaxialMaterial PySimple1 [expr int($i+1+2*$Soilnodes+$IDSoilmat)] $SoilType $PuRear $dyRear $Cdrag $c; #Create

material
439 }
440

441

442 #ELASTIC MATERIAL FOR TORSION
443 puts "Elastic Material for Torsion";
444 set IDtorsion 10001;
445 uniaxialMaterial Elastic $IDtorsion 1e10; #[Elastic tag E]
446

447 ## ==========================================================================
448 ## CROSS SECTIONS
449 ## == == == == == == == == == == == == == == ==
450

451 puts "CROSS SECTION";
452

453 #FIBER SECTION
454 puts "Create Fiber Section"
455 set IDfiber 100;
456

457 if {$TypeSection == 0} {
458

459 section Fiber $IDfiber {
460

461 #Concrete core patch:
462 patch circ $IDcore 48 22 0 0 0 $Rcore 0 360;
463 #Concrete cover patch:
464 patch circ $IDcover 48 4 0 0 $Rcore $Rcover 0 360;
465 #Reinforcing steel layer:
466 layer circ $IDsteel $nbar $Ab 0 0 $Rcore 0 360;
467 }
468 }
469

470 if {$TypeSection == 1} {
471

472 section Fiber $IDfiber {
473

474 #Concrete core patch:
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475 patch quad $IDcore 11 11 -$Rcore $Rcore -$Rcore -$Rcore $Rcore -$Rcore $Rcore $Rcore;
476 #Concrete cover patch I:
477 patch quad $IDcover 15 2 -$Rcover $Rcore $Rcover $Rcore $Rcover $Rcover -$Rcover $Rcover;
478 #Concrete cover patch II:
479 patch quad $IDcover 15 2 -$Rcover -$Rcover $Rcover -$Rcover $Rcover -$Rcore -$Rcover -$Rcore;
480 #Concrete cover patch I:
481 patch quad $IDcover 11 2 $Rcore $Rcore $Rcore -$Rcore $Rcover -$Rcore $Rcover $Rcore;
482 #Concrete cover patch IV:
483 patch quad $IDcover 11 2 -$Rcover $Rcore -$Rcover -$Rcore -$Rcore -$Rcore -$Rcore $Rcore
484

485

486 #Reinforcing steel layer I:
487 layer straight $IDsteel [expr int(double($nbar)/2)] $Ab -$Rcore $Rcore -$Rcore -$Rcore;
488 #Reinforcing steel layer II:
489 layer straight $IDsteel [expr int(double($nbar)/2)] $Ab $Rcore $Rcore $Rcore -$Rcore;
490 }
491 };
492

493 #AGGREGATE THE SECTION (fiber+torsion)
494 puts "Aggregate the Section"
495 set PileSecTag 1 ;
496 section Aggregator $PileSecTag $IDtorsion T -section $IDfiber; #(fiber+torsion)
497

498 ## ===============================================================
499 ## ELEMENTS
500 ## == == == == == == == == == == == == ==
501

502 puts "ELEMENTS"
503

504 #TRANSFORMATIONS
505 puts "Pile Transformation"
506 set PileTransf 2; #Create tag ID of pile section in global coordinates
507 geomTransf PDelta $PileTransf 0 1 0; #Creates a linear geometric transformation considering se cond-order P-Delta

effects
508

509 puts "Cap Transformation"
510 set CapTransf 3; #Create tag ID of cap section in global coordinates
511 geomTransf PDelta $CapTransf 0 0 1; #Creates a transformation to be applyed later to the "Caps Se ction"
512

513 #NUMBER OF INTEGRATION POINTS (sections)
514 set np 5;
515

516 #PILE ELEMENTS & PILE-SOIL ELEMENTS
517 puts "Pile Elements & Pile-Soil Elements"
518

519 for {set i 1} {$i <= 6} {incr i 1} {
520

521 for {set j 1} {$j <= $n} {incr j 1} {
522 #Elements Pile: [element dispBeamColumn $Tagelem $nodei $ nodej $np $TagSec $TagTransf]
523 element dispBeamColumn [expr {int(($i-1)*$n+$j)}] [expr {int(($i-1)*($n+1)+$j)}] [expr {int(($i-1)*($n+1)+$j+1)}] $np $

PileSecTag $PileTransf;
524

525

526 }
527

528 if {$i == 1} {
529 set Tagmat $IDSoilmat; #Leading Pile 1 Material
530 }
531 if {$i == 2} {
532 set Tagmat $IDSoilmat; #Leading Pile 2 Material
533 }
534 if {$i == 3} {
535 set Tagmat [expr int($IDSoilmat+$Soilnodes)]; #Central Piles Material
536 }
537 if {$i == 4} {
538 set Tagmat [expr int($IDSoilmat+$Soilnodes)]; #Central Piles Material
539 }
540 if {$i == 5} {
541 set Tagmat [expr int($IDSoilmat+2*$Soilnodes)]; #Rear Piles Material
542 }
543 if {$i == 6} {
544 set Tagmat [expr int($IDSoilmat+2*$Soilnodes)]; #Rear Piles Material
545 }
546

547 for {set k 1} {$k <= [expr int($Soilnodes)]} {incr k 1} {
548 #Elements Pile-Soil: [element zeroLength $Tagelem $nodei $nodej -mat $Tagmat $Tagmat -dir 1 2]
549 element zeroLength [expr {int(6*$n+($i-1)*$Soilnodes+$k)}] [expr int(($i-1)*($n+1)+2+$SoilIncr*int($k-1)/double($h))] [expr

{int(6*($n+1)+($i-1)*$Soilnodes+$k)}] -mat [expr {int($Tagmat+$k)}] [expr {int($Tagmat+$k)}] -dir 1 2;
550 }
551 };
552
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553 #CAP ELEMENTS
554 puts "Cap Elements"
555 #Variables
556 set A 10; #Area of the element [m2]
557 set Ey 3.25e7; #Young Elastic Modulus [KN/m2]
558 set G 1.25e7; #Shear Modulus [KN/m2]
559 set I 100; #Inertia:Ix,Iy,Iz [m4]
560

561 #Elements of conection Pile-Cap:
562 for {set i 1} {$i <= 6} {incr i 1} {
563 element elasticBeamColumn [expr int(6*($n+$Soilnodes)+$i)] [expr int(($n+1)*$i)] [expr int(6*($n+$Soilnodes+1)+1)] $A $Ey $G $I

$I $I $CapTransf;
564 };
565

566 #Element of Gravity Center of the Cap:
567 #Attached to the same transformation as the piles
568 element elasticBeamColumn [expr int(6*($n+$Soilnodes)+7)] [expr int(6*($n+$Soilnodes+1)+1)] [expr int(6*($n+$Soilnodes+1)+2)] $

A $Ey $G $I $I $I $PileTransf;
569

570

571 ## =================================================================
572 ## EXTERNAL LOADS
573 ## == == == == == == == == == == == == ==
574

575 puts "EXTERNAL LOADS"
576

577

578 set TagExternalLoad 2;
579

580 #Compression strength of a pile:
581 set Fc [expr $fpcore*$Ac];
582

583 #Tension strength of a pile:
584 set fctm [expr {0.3*$fpcore**0.67}]; #Media tension strength of concrete (EHE) [KN/m2]
585 set Ec [expr $fpcore/double($eccore)]; #Initial tangent modulus of concrete [KN/m2]
586 set nsc [expr $Es/double($Ec)]; #Homogenization coefficient Steel-Concrete
587

588 #Check the maximun value of tension force of the pile:
589 set Fcrack [expr $fsy*$Ab*$nbar]; #Yielding strength of steel after concrete cracks
590 set Fnocrack [expr {($Ab*$nsc+$Ac)*$fctm}]; #Cracking strenght of Concrete
591 if {$Fcrack <= $Fnocrack} {
592 set Ft $Fncrack; #The maximun tension force is the one that yields the steel
593 } else {
594 set Ft $Fnocrack; #The maximun tension force is the one that cracks the Concret e01
595 }
596

597 #Vertical load
598 set Vmax [expr $Fc*$Vratio]; #Vertical load in each pile [KN]
599 set Vpile [expr ($Vmax-$mC*$g/double(6))];
600 set V [expr $Vpile*6]; #VERTICAL LOAD [KN]
601

602 #Moment
603 #Check if VerticalLoad + Moment make it fails under either co mpression or tension:
604 set Fcmom [expr ($Fc-$Fc*$Vratio)]; #Maximun force in the pile that a Moment can do before failing under compression
605 set Ftmom [expr ($Ft+$Fc*$Vratio)]; #Maximun force in the pile that a Moment can do before failing under tension
606 if {$Fcmom <= $Ftmom} {
607 set Fmom $Fcmom; #The maximun tension force is the one that yields the steel
608 } else {
609 set Fmom $Ftmom; #The maximun tension force is the one that cracks the Concret e01
610 }
611

612 set Ine [expr {4*(((3*$D)**2)*$Ac)}]; #Inertia of the piles geometric disposition [m4]
613 set Mom [expr {$Mratio*$Fmom*$Ine/double($Ac*3*$D)}]; #MOMENT LOAD [mKN]
614

615

616

617 ## ===============================================================
618 ## GRAVITY LOADS
619 ## == == == == == == == == == == == == ==
620

621 puts "GRAVITY LOADS";
622

623 #PILES LOAD DEFINITION
624 puts "Piles Load Definition";
625 set TagGravityLoad 1;
626

627 pattern Plain $TagGravityLoad Linear {
628

629 for {set i 1} {$i <= 6} {incr i 1} {
630

631 #Load on the nodes of the piles (half of the mass) [load Node Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz]
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632 for {set j 1} {$j <= [expr int($n-1)]} {incr j 1} {
633 load [expr {int(($i-1)*($n+1)+1+$j)}] 0 0 [expr -$m*$g] 0 0 0;
634 };
635

636 #Load of the intermediate elements of the piles [load Node Fx Fy Fz Mx My Mz]
637 #Load on the tips
638 load [expr {int(($i-1)*($n+1)+1)}] 0 0 [expr -$m*$g*0.5] 0 0 0;
639 #Load on the conection with the cap
640 load [expr {int(($i-1)*($n+1)+($n+1))}] 0 0 [expr -$m*$g*0.5] 0 0 0;
641 };
642

643

644 #CAP LOAD DEFINITION
645 puts "Cap Load Definition";
646 load [expr int(6*($n+$Soilnodes+1)+2)] 0 0 [expr ($mC*(-$g)-$V)] 0 -$Mom 0;
647 };
648

649 ## =============================================================
650 ## GRAVITY ANALYSIS
651 ## == == == == == == == == == == == == =
652

653 #Loads applied
654 puts "Loads applied"
655 system BandGeneral
656 constraints Transformation
657 numberer RCM
658 test NormDispIncr 1.0e-12 10 3
659 algorithm Newton
660 integrator LoadControl 0.1
661 analysis Static;
662 initialize
663 set ok [analyze 10]
664 loadConst -time 0.0
665

666

667 ## =============================================================
668 ## RECORDERS
669 ## == == == == == == == == == == == == =
670

671 puts "RECORDERS";
672 #Recorder must go after Gravity Analysis if we want it not to r ecord the data from gravity loads
673

674 source Recorder_GuilleCode.tcl;
675

676 ## =============================================================
677 ## PUSHOVER
678 ## == == == == == == == == == == == == =
679

680 ##source AnalysisOptn_pushover.tcl;
681

682 ## =============================================================
683 ## CYCLIC ANALYSIS
684 ## == == == == == == == == == == == == =
685

686 if {$Analysis == 1} {
687 source AnalysisOptn_pushover.tcl;
688 }
689 if {$Analysis == 2} {
690 source AnalysisOptn_cyclic.tcl;
691 }
692

693

694 ## =============================================================
695 puts "END"
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